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1 Introduction

Despite the fact that Open Educational Resources (OER) move-
ment have been around for 15 years, little attention has been paid
with regards to practical usage in secondary education. Instead
the focus has been on tertiary education as well as education for
developing countries. Open Educational Resources allow teach-
ers to adapt teaching material in order to suit the needs of their
students. Rather than having to worry about copyright related
issues, more time can be spent on creating quality material.

As a student of teacher training, the author had a personal
interest in determining how useful OER material can be applied
in a subject such as English as a Foreign Language (EFL) where
school book are said to be the primary material used. (Neumann
2015, as cited in Gesellschaft zur Förderung Freien Wissens and
Books on Demand GmbH 2015, p.36) Therefore, a study was
conducted in an Austrian middle school with students in their
second year of English study. Over the course of two weeks
students were taught using OER material only.
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1 Introduction

During the study influencing factors, such as time needed to
create the material, complexity of licensing as well as student’s
age and feedback, were evaluated. The findings of this study are
discussed in the following thesis.

First of all, a general definition and overview of the most impor-
tant terms related to the study will be provided. Afterwards two
studies conducted prior to the main study will be discussed due
to there relevance to the topic at hand. Later, the methodology
and evaluation will be presented. What follows is a detailed
description of the lessons taught, as well as a discussion of
the findings. The thesis concludes with a chapter regarding the
limitations of the study and suggestions for future research.
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2 EFL (English as a

Foreign Language)

There are a variety of reasons why EFL was chosen as the topic of
the following study about Open Educational Resources. The fol-
lowing chapter is based on information provided by LinguaServe
Germany (2016).

First, it is important to define what EFL means. EFL stands for
English as a Foreign Language and is closely related to the term
ESL or English as a Second Language. However, there are a
few distinct differences that need to be considered. The main
difference between these two terms is related to the country in
which English is being taught. If English is taught in a country,
such as Austria, in which English is not the main language, the
subject is called EFL. Whereas if English is taught to non-native
speakers in an English speaking country it is considered to be
ESL.
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2 EFL (English as a Foreign Language)

In addition to that there is another difference that has to do
with the particular learning setting. In EFL classes, students are
mostly native speakers of the same language. Furthermore, the
teacher is usually also a native speaker of the same language.
This makes communication easier because problems encountered
with English can be explained in the common native language.

This is not the case in ESL classes. An ESL class typically con-
sists of learners from different countries with different mother
tongues. In addition to that the teacher instructing an ESL class
is usually a native English speaker. This means that students and
teacher do not share a common language. Therefore, they need
to rely on English as a langua franca in order to communicate. A
langua franca refers to a language that is used to talk about the
language used by speakers of various mother tongues in order
to communicate with each other. (“Lingua franca - Wikipedia,
the free encyclopedia” 2016)

Knowing about these differences is important when developing
OER material for English learners. However, despite the fact that
the OER material used during the study was used in an EFL
context, ESL material was included as well. The reason for this
is that first of all it could not always be determined whether
the material was EFL or ESL. Secondly, since OER material
is predominantly produced in English and a large amount of
material is produced in English speaking countries such as the
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US and the UK therefore it would have been impractical to
exclude ESL material.

While some material and teaching techniques need to be adapted
based on whether the students are EFL or ESL students, the
material itself can nevertheless be useful to students. Therefore,
for simplicity purposes the thesis will refer to the material as
EFL material despite the fact that the more appropriate term
would be EFL/ESL material.
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3 Creative Commons

In 2001 the non-profit organization Creative Commons (CC)
was founded. (CC 2016) The organization is part of the copyleft
movement (Copyleft 2016) and allows users to license their work
under a license that is not "all rights reserved". This means
that licensers allow licensees certain rights to their work that
is usually not granted through copyright regulations. The most
recent CC license suite i.e. 4.0 was released in November 2013.
(“CC’s Next Generation Licenses - Welcome Version 4.0!” 2013)

It should be noted, that Creative Commons licenses do not work
against copyright but work together with it and can be seen as
an extension of it. (Kreutzer 2013; Klimpel 2012) Currently users
are able to license their works under one of six licenses as well
as a special public domain license. What all of these have in
common is that they are "open" to various degrees. That is to say
that on the most basic level, material licensed under a CC license
is allowed to be freely shared with others without regulations
as long as credit to the original source is provided. All together
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there are four different "modules" that can make up a Creative
Commons license. These modules will be explained in more
detail below. (Licensing information taken from: (CC-Licenses
2016))

• BY (attribute) This means that when using the resource
the author of the source file needs to be credited

• NC (non commercial) The material cannot be used for
commercial purposes.

• ND (non derivational) The material has to be used "as is"
and cannot be modified.

• SA (share alike) When material licensed under a Share-
Alike license is used in parts or as a whole to create new
material, the resulting material needs to be licensed under
the same license as the original source.

As stated above these modules make up the currently available
Creative Commons licenses which can be seen in Figure 1.
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3 Creative Commons

Name Logo

Public Domain

CC BY

CC BY SA

CC BY ND

CC BY NC

CC BY NC SA

CC BY NC ND

Figure 1: Available Licenses (Based on: (Vlaj 2014) Accessed: 10/2015))

In addition to the six licenses consisting of the above mentioned
components, another license called CC0 or "no rights reserved"
(“About CC0 — "No Rights Reserved" - Creative Commons -
Creative Commons” 2016) is available. This license allows peo-
ple to waive their copyright, something that is otherwise not
always legally possible in every country. (CC-Public Domain
2016) Therefore, material released under a CC0 license can be
used, redistributed and remixed freely by anyone without the
need to credit the original source. However, crediting the source
is considered to be good practice.

Furthermore, in addition to the CC0 license, the Creative Com-
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mons license provides users with a so called "public domain
mark" that refers to "no known copyright". (CC-Public Domain
2016) This public domain mark can be used as an indication that
material is part of the public domain, which allows said material
to be found more easily. After a certain amount of years after
the death of the last copyright holder, material becomes part
of the public domain. This amount of time varies per country.
In Austria it is 70 years after the copyright holder’s death that
material becomes part of the public domain. (Thiele and Tax
2009) Similarly to the CC0 license material is then allowed to be
freely used, remixed and redistributed.

Due to the fact that material that is part of the public domain in
some countries might not neccesarily be in the public domain in
others (CC-Public Domain 2016), no public domain material was
used during the study.

One of the challenges associated with Creative Commons li-
censes is the issue of compatibility. Only six combinations of
modules are possible, despite the fact that theoretically licenses
such as NC ND would be possible as well. Not all of the cur-
rently valid licenses are able to be used along side each other.
License incompatibility is one of the major issues related to Cre-
ative Commons licenses. This is a problem particularly because
CC has become a "defacto standard" for OER (Kreutzer 2013, p.7)
and often times when people refer to OER they refer to material
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3 Creative Commons

that is either licensed under a Creative Commons license or
material that is in the public domain.

According to Kreutzer (2013), the fact that "commercial use" is
legally difficult to define, can lead to problems with the NC mod-
ule. Therefore, in order to ensure that no copyright infringement
takes place, people might shy away from using material licensed
under a NC license (Kreutzer 2013). Furthermore, by using an
NC license, usage that might be intended and welcome by the
original author is being prohibited. For example, material li-
censed under an NC license is not allowed to be used for in-firm
training. (Kreutzer 2013) Similar results, i.e. material not being
allowed to be used for commercial purposes, can be achieved by
using the more open BY SA license. (Klimpel 2012) Therefore,
users planing on licensing their material under an NC license
should carefully consider if using a license with an NC module
is necessary.

However, using the ShareAlike module can lead to problems
as well. As seen in Figure 2 taken from (Kreutzer 2013, p. 51),
after ND the SA module leads to some of the most compatibility
issues.

A well known example of a SA problem occurred with regards
to Wikipedia. Up until 2009 the Wikipedia website had been
licensed under a GNU Free Documentation License (“GNU Free
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Figure 2: Creative Commons Compatability Chart (Source:
https://wiki.creativecommons.org/wiki/Wiki/cc_license_

compatibilityAccessed:(02/2016))

Documentation License, Version 1.3 - GNU-Projekt - Free Soft-
ware Foundation” 2016). This license is also a SA license. There-
fore it was not possible to combine e.g. a picture under a CC
SA license with an article found on Wikipedia. (Kreutzer 2013,
p.52)

In order to avoid such issues from happening again, a list of
so called compatible licenses has been released which allows
users to see which licenses are compatible with the CC BY SA
and CC BY SA NC licenses. (CC-Compatiblelicenses 2016) An
issue regarding the SA module and its incompatibilities was
encountered during the study. More detail with regards to this
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3 Creative Commons

issue will be given in a later chapter.

Despite these issues related to the SA module, BY and BY SA are
seen to be the most open licenses. Throughout the study, close
attention was paid in order to ensure that only material released
under these two licenses was being used. With the exception of
one audio file, which will be discussed in more detail in a later
chapter, all other material used fit this criteria.

Furthermore, for the purpose of the study, new material created
by adapting and remixing other material was released under
a 4.0 version of either a BY or a BY SA license. In order to
ensure uniform crediting the author decided to credit material
as follows:

• Title
• Author
• License

The only time this formatting was changed was with regards to
the website "English Advantage" (Burns 2016) which provided
material used in both the second and third lesson as can be
seen in the appendix, as well as in the lesson chapters. The
reason why the formatting was changed is because the web host
explicitly states in his copyright notice that when sharing the
material online a link back to the source website needs to be
provided. The above mentioned formatting was based on the
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"best practice of attribution" (“Best practices for attribution -
Creative Commons” 2016) established by the CC-foundation.

While the information provided on the website talks about TASL
(title, author, source, license), the source link was omitted from
the finished worksheet. This was possible to due to the fact that
providing a URL to the source is not explicitly required except
for material licensed under 4.0. However, according to the CC
website for the 4.0 suite:

"a URI associated with the work is required as part of
attribution if reasonably practicable to retain, regardless
of whether it contains copyright notices or licensing infor-
mation." (“License Versions - Creative Commons” 2016)

During the study, whenever possible, the real name of the author
was used to give credit, however, where no real name could
be found the username was used instead. (“How to attribute
Creative Commons licensed materials | Creative Commons Aus-
tralia” 2016) Furthermore, if the original author gave specific
instructions with regards to how they wanted to be credited,
those instructions were obeyed when crediting the used mate-
rial.

The reason why the links were omitted was for cosmetic pur-
poses because often times the links were too long and there-
fore appeared distracting in the final composition. Initially, it
was considered to use a URL shortening tool such as TinyUrl
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3 Creative Commons

(“TinyURL.com - shorten that long URL into a tiny URL” 2016)
in order to work around this problem. However, due to possible
expiration of the shortened URL or possible redirection to a
different source it was decided against it. Instead, the links to the
sources were included in the lesson plans. The lesson plans as
well as the material used in class was sent to both of the English
teachers at the end of the study.

Since the material was created for offline use it was established
that the links to the source files were not relevant to the students
themselves. However, using this method of distribution, the
teachers as well as the students are nevertheless able to access
the original source files.
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4 Legal Situation in

Austria

When discussing OER in the context of this study it is important
to briefly talk about the legal situation in Austria. Open Educa-
tional Resources can be highly beneficial for Austrian teachers
due to the current copyright laws instated. The reason for this
is that while teachers are allowed to use copyrighted material
in a classroom setting under particular circumstances, the same
cannot be said for material specifically designed to be used
for educational purposes. (“RIS - Gesamte Rechtsvorschrift für
Urheberrechtsgesetz - Bundesrecht konsolidiert, Fassung vom
17.02.2016” 2016, § 42/6)

While Austria and Germany are often associated with each other
in the OER context (Muuß-Merholz and Schaumburg 2014), due
to sharing the same language and being physically close to each
other, their copyright laws are different when it comes to copy-
right and school books. German teachers are allowed to copy
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4 Legal Situation in Austria

up to 10% but no more than 20 pages of school books created
after 2005, in both digital and in analog format and are allowed
to use said copies for their own teaching purposes. (“schul-
buchkopie.de – Verband Bildungsmedien e.V.” 2016) It should
be noted however, that in Germany only the copying and dis-
tributing for one’s own class is permitted. (“schulbuchkopie.de –
Verband Bildungsmedien e.V.” 2016) This is something that is
not allowed in Austria.

Therefore, if Austrian teachers want to reuse exercises and ma-
terial they see in other school books for example, they are not
allowed to do so. This means that OER material can be very
beneficial to help fill this gap due to its particular nature, i.e. the
fact that material is allowed to be freely reused, remixed and
shared with others in order to create material of better quality
that is suitable for students of a particular class.

4.1 Personality rights

In addition to learning about OER as a whole, students were
also introduced to personality rights and in particular the "Recht
am eigenen Bild" which translates to "right to one’s own picture".
(“RIS - Gesamte Rechtsvorschrift für Urheberrechtsgesetz - Bun-
desrecht konsolidiert, Fassung vom 17.02.2016” 2016) This "right
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4.1 Personality rights

to one’s own picture" refers to the fact that a picture can only
be published if the rights, e.g. privacy, of the person depicted
therein are protected. This means that for example if people are
photographed in a private setting, for example a party or in their
own house, permission needs to be obtained before the picture
can be published. (“Urheberrecht und Schule” 2016, § 78)

Despite the fact that this is not necessarily related to OER, the
topic was seen as important particularly due to young people’s
involvement in social media platforms such as Facebook, Insta-
gram and Twitter. Often times people share pictures of others
online without realizing that they are not allowed to do so unless
they have received prior permission from the depicted subject.
This is true not only for minors but also for adults. The fact that
even adults are unaware of what this law entails was discovered
during the session regarding personality rights. The two English
teachers present at the time noted that they themselves were not
aware of some of the constrains related to this particular part
of the law. They did mention, however, that they had to deal
with "Recht am eigenen Bild" when they were trying to publish
pictures of students on the school website.

As a starting point for the discussion, pictures used during the
British and American session were used. As seen in the appendix,
some of the pictures dominantly featured people as their focus
point. Therefore, students were made aware of the fact that in
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4 Legal Situation in Austria

addition to paying close attention whether or not an image found
online was released under a Creative Commons license, it was
also important to get prior permission before sharing pictures
featuring others.

During the explanation, one of the female students mentioned
that her basketball coach often took pictures of the team during
a game. This was a good opportunity to tell the students about
the difference between pictures taken in a public space such as
during a sports game, versus pictures taken in a private space
such as one’s home. While it is allowed to take pictures in a
public setting, obtaining prior permission is still recommended.
(“Urheberrecht und Schule” 2016)

Due to time constraints it was not possible to deepen the stu-
dents’ knowledge about the subject matter. This was clear from
the start. However, the majority of students had never heard of
personality rights and what they entailed. Therefore, this session
as well as other occasions throughout the study when personality
rights were mentioned, e.g. during the poster creating process,
could act as a starting point for future discussion.
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5 Study

5.1 Methodology

In order to get a better understanding of the practical usage of
OER material, a study was conducted in an Austrian middle
school. The participants in this study were a class of 30 students
aged 11-12. 21 students were female whereas 9 were male. All of
the students were German native speakers and in their second
year of English study. According to the Austrian curriculum
(Bundesministerium für Bildung und Frauen 2015) this means
that their English should be at A1 level.

A1 refers to the lowest level used in the Common European
Framework of Reference for Languages (CEFR) which is a Euro-
pean guide that is used to describe the foreign language skills of
language students. (Council for Cultural Co-operation 2016) All
skill levels, from A1-C2 are categorized using "can" statements
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5 Study

which refer to aspects of the language that a student of this level
is able to do, for A1 the statements are all follows:

"Can understand and use familiar everyday expressions
and very basic phrases aimed at the satisfaction of needs
of a concrete type. Can introduce him/ herself and others
and can ask and answer questions about personal details
such as where he/she lives, people he/she knows and
things he/she has. Can interact in a simple way provided
the other person talks slowly and clearly and is prepared
to help."(Council for Cultural Co-operation 2016, p.24)

It should be noted that the class participating in the study is
special in so far that it is a so called "EAA" class. EAA refers to
Englisch als Arbeitssprache or English as a working language
and means that students in this particular class are taught other
subjects such as math, geography and music in English rather
than in German. Therefore, the level of some of the students
might be higher than the A1 level suggested in the curriculum.
However, the material used for the study could also have been
used with a different class of beginner students of English.

It should be noted that initially the class was supposed to be
a 6th grade with 15 students. While the entire class consists
of 30 students for "Schularbeitenfächer", i.e. the subjects with
class tests, corresponding to languages as well as math, the
class is divided into two groups. This is something that is true
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5.1 Methodology

for classes over 25 students for this particular school. However,
due to the fact that all 30 students had already participated in
the preliminary study, one of the English teachers suggested
including both parts of the class in the main study as well.

In October 2015, over the course of the two week study, six 50
minute lessons as well as a feedback session lasting 30 minutes
were held. The students were presented with material either
created by the author herself or material that was based on OER
material found online which was released under either a BY
or BY SA license. In order to ensure that the material could be
reused with as little limitation as possible the BY and BY SA
licenses were chosen.

As seen from the time sheet included in the appendix, four hours
at the beginning of the study were spent researching suitable
language topics for the lessons. The reason for this is that the
author wanted to ensure that the material taught to the students
was useful for them and that it would provide them with material
that would draw upon their language skills. In addition to that
the material should allow students to use the skills gained over
the course of the study to continue with the material used for
their regular English class, i.e. the course book.

Due to the fact that English is one of the subjects where course
books are used most often, (Neumann 2015, as cited in Gesellschaft
zur Förderung Freien Wissens and Books on Demand GmbH
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5 Study

2015, p.36), three English school books used and certified to be
used in Austrian schools (Gerngross et al. 2009; Baer-Engel and
Haß 2010; Weber and Westfall 2005) were sighted in order to get
a better understanding of the subject manner taught. Initially, the
curriculum for foreign language studies (Bundesministerium für
Bildung und Frauen 2015) was referenced, however, no informa-
tion regarding specific topics could be found. The information
found in the books were compared and two topics and gram-
mar points where chosen to be used as a basis for the current
study. The grammar points chosen were comparative and su-
perlative, as well as the present perfect simple while the topics
were shopping and vacation.

Based on the results of the preliminary study it was concluded
to mostly rely on analog rather than digital material during the
taught lessons. Initially at least one of the lessons was supposed
to be conducted in the computer lab. However, due to time
constrains and a lack of Adobe Flash Player support, which
made loading the exercises impossible, this intention was later
dismissed. Therefore, the lessons were held in the students’
regular class room which was equipped with a blackboard as
well as one desktop computer and a projector.

The computer was only used while explaining the Creative Com-
mons licensing to show the students how the website is used to
license one’s own work. Additionally, for listening comprehen-
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5.2 Evaluation plan

sions as well as a brief YouTube video, the internet was used.
The reason for this was the author’s intent to conduct the study
in an authentic English classroom setting in order to get a better
understanding of the circumstances and difficulties encountered
during the course of a regular EFL lesson in Austria. Due to the
fact that in the school only two computer labs are available for 14
different classes, it is difficult for English teachers to get access
to the computer lab for their regular classes.

5.2 Evaluation plan

In order to get a better understanding of which areas would
be analyzed during the study, an evaluation plan was created.
All together three research areas were part of the evolution plan
developed at the beginning of the study. A copy of the evaluation
plan can be found in the appendix.

The first key area was preparation. Throughout literature the
time saving aspect has been noted on various occasions. (Hanna
and Wood 2011; Sinclair et al. 2013) Rather than having to "rein-
vent" the wheel teachers can build upon preexisting OER mate-
rial and are able to change them to suit their particular needs. In
addition to that, due to the fact that material licensed under a CC
license can be used without fear of copyright infringement, less
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5 Study

time is spent checking whether or not the resource is allowed to
be used in a particular setting. Due to the fact that CC material
needs to be credited a certain way the time taken to credit and
license the material was also evaluated. Last but not least ob-
servations regarding the reusablity factor of OER material were
made.

Throughout the preparation period for the lessons, a time sheet
was kept in order to get a better understanding of how much
time was needed to prepare the lessons as well as for which
particular purpose time was needed. It should be noted that this
time sheet, which is included in the appendix, is based on the
personal experience of the author herself. Therefore, while it can
provide an insight into how long it took the author to prepare for
and create the teaching material, it cannot be seen as a general
representation for EFL teachers’ preparation time. It can be seen
as a snapshot that can be used as a starting point for possible
future studies.

Initially interviews with EFL teaching students in their first year
of teaching were supposed to be conducted in order to get a
better understanding of the average time needed to create EFL
teaching material. However, due to time constraints and the fact
that preparation time highly depends on the individual person,
the subject matter, as well as the base material, this point was
not pursued further.
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Another key factor that was being analyzed was the feedback
from the students. Rather than focusing on learning goals and
using tests in order to evaluate the improvement and progress of
the students, the focus was on whether students were reluctant
or accepting of OER material and if a change in motivation could
be observed. In addition to that, due to the limited time frame
of the study it would have been nonsensical to try and test the
students’ language progress since the material is still part of the
students’ short term memory. After all, it takes time and revision
for information to be moved from the short term to the long
term memory which is the goal of teaching. Additionally, it is
important that students not merely study in order to do well on
a test but that they are able to actively use the knowledge they
have gained in the years to come.

Through observations, both by the author as well as the two
classroom English teachers, the students’ behavior and their
general attitude in class was monitored. The two teachers, one
of whom was always present during the lessons, were used as
an aid in order to get a better understanding of the students’
behavior. The reason for this is that the English teachers were
more familiar with their students since they had been with them
and teaching them for over a year. This allowed them to evaluate
whether or not students were acting and reacting differently
than usual and if so, why.
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In addition to that, the last session was used to receive feedback
directly from the students. The feedback process as well as the
results received will be documented in more detail in a separate
feedback chapter. Initially the feedback was supposed to be given
through an informal conversation between the author and the
students, index cards were provided. This was done in order to
allow the students to give anonymous feedback and to allow
shy students a chance to have their voices heard. However, in
the end, with the exception of a few students, all decided to
provide written feedback. As mentioned above, the results of the
feedback session will be discussed in a later part of the thesis.

The last part of the evaluation plans is related to the target
group. The students participating in the study were beginner
learners of English in their second year of study. During the
project seminar an hypothesis was formed that not a lot of
material is available for EFL students. Therefore, the question
arose how much material needed to be produced by the author
herself. However, as mentioned in the chapter regarding the
project seminar, more EFL website than websites for other school
subjects could be found. In addition to that, repositories were
not sighted during that research period.

Furthermore, no attention with regards to target level had been
paid during the project seminar. Therefore, during the research
period of the lesson preparation, sighted material was checked
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for its usefulness and suitability for this particular target group
i.e. preteens with an English level of around A1+ is available or
not.

5.3 Lessons

The following section will describe the lessons held during the
study in more detail. All worksheets as well as the links to
the source material that was used over the course of the study
are included in the appendix. Due to the detailed description
provided below it was decided against including the entire lesson
plans in the appendix.

5.3.1 Lesson One

For the first lesson a shopping dialog was created. The exercise
used as a base was created under a BY 2.5 Creative Commons
license. The base exercise consisted of remixed material. That
is to say that the material consisted of various parts that had
been created prior and with a variety of licenses. However, when
scrolling down to find the complete credits underneath the Cre-
ative Commons license notice it stated that "Pictures by Google
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Images and Patricia Pérez Miguel". (Peleteiro 2016) "Google im-
ages" is not a proper way to credit an image source because the
original copyright holder is not explicitly stated and therefore,
no information regarding under which license a material is re-
leased can be provided. Therefore, it cannot be ensured whether
the image has been released under a Creative Commons license
or is in the public domain and is thereby allowed to be reused.
Furthermore, due to the fact that no link to the source image is
given, it is not possible to check under which license the original
picture was released. This means that the images could not be
used in the resulting exercise and therefore needed to be re-
placed. The images used in the exercises were replaced with an
image found on Flickr which was released under an appropriate
Creative Commons license. Only the text passages that were
credited under a Creative Commons license were used.

This shows one of the issues involved when it comes to reusing
Open Educational Resources. Particularly with pictures, appro-
priate credit is not necessarily provided by the users creating the
exercises. In this case the images were clearly stated to come from
a different source than the original author, however, this is not
always the case, as can be seen on various occasions throughout
the study.

At the beginning of the lesson a brainstorming session was held
together with the students. The point of this session was to get a
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better understanding of the students’ prior knowledge regarding
the topic of shopping. Important place names such as bakery,
hardware store and grocery store, as well as useful idioms and
phrases were collected on the blackboard. This was done prior
to handing out the worksheets to the students in order not to
influence the students’ answers. The point of comparisons was
also briefly brought up during that time.

A shopping dialog was used as a starting point for the lesson
because it was seen as a good way to talk about the comparative
and superlative forms. The reason for this is that going shop-
ping is an activity that all students can relate to in their daily
lives. It was also seen as a setting that would appeal to both
a male and female audience because the items bought during
the dialog could easily be changed to fit the students’ personal
preferences. However, due to the fact that no appropriate dialog
with a Creative Commons license could be found online, the text
mentioned above was used as a guideline in order to create a
dialog suitable for the students’ needs as well as a worksheet to
help them with their dialog creation.

The dialog was used as an awareness-raising activity. (“Awareness-
raising | TeachingEnglish | British Council | BBC” 2016) This
means that rather than students being asked to actively use the
forms presented in the text, they were supposed to read the text
and discuss it together with a partner in order to get a better
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understanding of the text as well as the new grammar point in-
troduced. Once the students had finished reading and had time
to talk to their neighbors, the students were asked to discuss
their findings with the entire class.

This method allowed students to be an active part in the grammar
explanation process. Rather than only receiving information from
the teacher, they could actively participate and contribute. The
grammar was then explained in more detail using the blackboard
which included not only the formation process but also example
sentences.

In addition to the dialog, the students were provided with a
separate worksheet that talked about the comparative and su-
perlative form, their formation as well as their usage. Receiving
the worksheet allowed the students to focus on the explanation
and discussion taking place in class instead of having to focus on
writing everything down in time to ensure that no information
was lost.

The reason why this information was provided on a separate
worksheet rather than including it on the shopping worksheet
was to allow students to add the sheet to a separate grammar
section in their notebooks if they preferred to have all grammar
points stored together in one place. In retrospect, it would have
been better to include at least some part of the grammar on the
other worksheet provided as explained further down below.
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During the lessons the students were working together in pairs
in order to create their own shopping dialog based on the one
provided to them. The reason why they were asked to complete
the task in pairs was in order to enable them to communicate
with each other and help each other when brainstorming ideas
on their own. As mentioned above, the students were provided
with a worksheet that contained useful vocabulary as well as
sentence starters to act as scaffolding.

Scaffolding is used in teaching in order to provide students
with guidance and hints when trying to solve a problem while
allowing "learners to figure it out on their own. " (Sawyer 2008, p.
6) As described by Sawyer (2008) "scaffolding is gradually added,
modified, and removed according to the needs of the learner"
(Sawyer 2008, p. 11), therefore, particularly when students are
first encountering a problem they had not encountered before, it
is important to provide them with some form of scaffolding in
order to help them. Sawyer (2008) also states that this scaffolding
can later be minimized and eventually removed once students
are more familiar with the topic.

Due to time constrains students were asked to finish the dia-
log individually as a homework task. However, while looking
through and correcting the exercises during the start of the next
lesson, it was discovered that most of the students did not in-
clude the grammar point as intended, but rather focused on
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other elements of the shopping dialog. This means that rather
than using the comparative in order to compare various objects,
such as their structure and price, they used ways to avoid using
said grammar points.

In retrospect one of the reasons for this might be that the students
were not provided with example sentences using the compar-
ative forms but, as stated above, sentence starters and useful
vocabulary. While the students actively got inspired by and
used phrases from the worksheet, the grammar points were not
included. Therefore, in the following lessons the usage of the
comparative form and its connection to the shopping dialog was
reinforced. The students were then handed back their homework
and asked to add to their already well written texts until the
following lesson.

Teachers who intend to reuse the worksheet provided are there-
fore encouraged to add more information and usage examples
to the shopping worksheet rather than providing it only as a
separate worksheet as was the case here. This can be done e.g.
by adding sample sentences from the provided dialog.

5.3.2 Lesson Two

For the second lesson the comparative form introduced in the
first lesson was being reinforced. Due to a vocabulary review
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that had been announced prior to the study, about ten minutes
of the lesson were taught by one of the original English teach-
ers. During this time the students had a vocabulary quiz while
the author had time to look through and partially correct the
students’ homework. As mentioned in the last section of the pre-
vious chapter, the students did not include the grammar points
as intended and were therefore given back their homework and
asked to add to their dialog until the following lesson.

The lesson started with a review of the grammar points discussed
in the previous lessons. After that the students were given a text
to read in order to practice the comparative forms. The exercise
was chosen because the text was seen as a fun and interesting
read that would still include elements from the last lesson i.e. a
shopping dialog, as well as the comparative forms. At the same
time the text offered a spin to a regular shopping dialog because
rather than a human, a raccoon was the main protagonist.

The exercise was based on an exercise created by Walton Burns
(2016) . Both the text as well as the image included in it were
used as a base, however, the material was adapted in order to fit
the particular needs of the students. This was in part possible not
only due to the Creative Commons license but also because of
the file format. The format in which OER material is represented
is very important. If the file format is too restrictive, e.g. if a
text is only available in PDF format, it becomes more difficult
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to make changes and adopt the text to the students’ particular
needs. Therefore an open, easily editable file is recommended.
(Richter et al. 2014; Amiel 2013) In the case of the text used for
this exercise, it was provided in both PDF and Word format. On
the one hand this allowed for easier printing but on the other
hand it also allowed users to edit the material if needed.

The text was adapted and the formatting was changed. This
was done because in the original exercise all comparative and
superlative forms were highlighted by being written in italics.
However, in order to make students more aware of the forms
included in the text, the italic words were changed back to a
non-italic format i.e. to the same format as the rest of the text.
In doing so, the students could do the highlighting themselves.
Therefore, once again becoming more aware of the different
forms and how they are used in sentences.

First the students were asked to read the text silently on their
own and to complete the highlighting exercise. This was done
in order to allow students to read at their own pace without
having to worry about being called on to read out loud. Once all
the students had finished reading the findings were compared
together in class.

The original exercise included a glossary that contained expla-
nations for more difficult words. This glossary was adapted
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because some words included were deemed too easy while ad-
ditional terms were added. Unlike the original exercise, this
new glossary included a translation of the words rather than an
English explanation. The reason why this change was made is
because some of the explanations would have been more difficult
to understand for the students. Additionally, since the English
school book the students were using during their regular English
lessons contained German translations rather than explanations,
this method was chosen.

In general, the main point of the story is that a raccoon is trying
to find the car best suited for his needs. Therefore, he goes to a
car dealer and uses various comparative and superlative forms
in order to compare a variety of cars. He ends up not buying
any of the cars offered to him since he does not have any money
to pay for it. In the end he is allowed to ride a garbage truck and
discovers that this is the perfect car for him.

The original exercise had some comprehension questions, includ-
ing some questions related to cars. However, due to the young
age of the students, as well as the fact that some of them might
not be interested in cars, this part was omitted from the final
exercise.

Seeing as the above mentioned exercise was a rather quiet one
and the lesson was held in the early morning it became apparent
that the students were feeling a bit sleepy. Therefore a game was
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played in order make them get up from their seats and improve
comprehension. For the purpose of the game the students were
divided into two teams. It should be noted that the blackboard
available in class consisted of two parts as can be seen in Figure
5, included in the chapter regarding the British and American
lesson, i.e. lesson four.

Each team had one part of the blackboard to themselves. On
each of the blackboards a list of adjectives in the positive form
i.e. the base form of an adjective for example: good, bad, happy,
beautiful, etc. was provided. The students were then asked to
race each other and add the comparative as well as the superla-
tive forms next to the positive form of the word. The game not
only allowed students to review the grammar points but also
allowed the author to see whether there were any problems or
not.

During the game it was discovered that a majority of the stu-
dents still had difficulties understanding the usage of "the" with
regards to the superlative form. This was surprising because of
the similarities between the English and German formation of
the superlative form. English uses the definite article "the" in
front of the superlative form e.g. "She is the smartest girl. He is
the most handsome boy.", while German also uses the definite
articles "der, die or das", for example: "Sie ist das schlaueste
Mädchen. Er ist der hübscheste Junge." Due to these problems
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it was decided to create another written exercise in order to
reinforce how to create and use the superative form.

5.3.3 Lesson Three

The third lesson also dealt with the topic of comparison. While
the students had already learned about how to form and use both
the comparative and superlative forms, they had only learned
how to write simple sentences that did not compare people or
objects directly. That is to say that students wrote sentences
such as "Lisa is the most beautiful girl in my class! Tim is smart
but Lisa is smarter." However, the second sentence can also be
rewritten as: "Lisa is smarter than Tim." While this usage of
"than" to form a direct comparison had been introduced earlier,
the students were not actively using it in their writing. Therefore,
as an introduction a comparative exercise was done with the
entire class.

Asking students directly to compare each other could have led to
problems because the sentences formed might have led to hurt
feelings and students feeling embarrassed. However, in order
to make the exercise more relevant to the students the teachers
were used as examples. Since one of the two English teachers
as well as the author was present during the lesson, various
comparative sentences such as "Maria is younger than Mrs. C.",
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were being formed. The students seemed to enjoy the exercise
and a few students even asked to volunteer when talking about
things such as height, age and hair length.

After the exercise was over, the students were given a worksheet
to complete with a partner. The students were given an objective
by the author before receiving the exercise: "Maria wants to
buy a new cellphone. However, she is unsure about which one
to choose." Therefore, the students had an additional reason
in order to do the exercise. Details about how the worksheet
came to be and its creating process will be discussed in a later
chapter.

The exercise consists of a table with three columns each with
a current generation smart phone by a different brand. These
brands were Blackberry, Apple and Samsung. In addition to
a picture of the phone, various technical information such as
screen size, battery etc. were provided. Together with a partner
the students had to investigate various statements to figure out
whether they were true or not. Furthermore, the students were
asked to answer a variety of comprehension question as well as
questions regarding their own personal interests.

It should be noted that there were some issues related to this
exercise because the author had accidentally saved and printed
an older version of the exercise which included questions the
students were not able to answer because the information was
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not provided. This can be seen as one of the aspects to consider
with regards to OER. Unlike school books which are checked by
editors in order to avoid mistakes like this from happening, OER
material is often created by just one person.

However, it should be noted that in 2007 Siftung Warentest con-
ducted a study investigating history and biology books in Ger-
many which lead to the conclusion that a predominant amount
of them contained mistakes. (“Schulbücher - Schlechtes Zeugnis -
Test - Stiftung Warentest” 2016) When (Ebner et al. 2014) checked
the reprints of the previously examined textbooks, it was dis-
covered that none of the suggestions for possible correction and
revision had been implemented and that the mistakes were still
there.

This shows that even published school books are not infallible.
However, unlike textbooks that take months to be printed and
revised, due to the particular nature of OER, it is relatively easy
to fix these mistakes in a short period of time if an open, i.e.
easily editable, file format is chosen. This was the case with the
above mentioned exercise since the file was available in a MS
Word format. Therefore, the wrong sentences could be changed
and the English teachers were provided with the correct and
revised version.

The students were very engaged when doing the smart phone
exercise. One of the reasons for this is that students could relate
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to wanting to buy a new cellphone and students were eager to
demonstrate that their preferred brand was superior. This could
also be seen during the voting that was held after the exercise was
completed and the results were compared in class. Students were
asked to vote which one of the phones they thought was the best
i.e. which phone the author should buy. Heated discussions arose
during this part of the exercise which show that the students
were highly engaged.

It should be noted that technical parts included in the original
exercise were changed because it was thought that the students
would be unfamiliar with certain technical terms. One example
of this was gigahertz when talking about processing power. Since
it was seen as too difficult the information was removed in the
final exercise.

However, as mentioned above a wrong version was printed
which included the question: "Which smart phone is the fastest?"
One of the students and his partner made the author aware of her
mistake saying that the processing power was missing and they
therefore were not able to determine the answer. This shows that
some of the student would have benefited from including more
complex technical information since they were familiar with it.
On the other hand some of the students had difficulties with
terms such as memory and battery. This means that depending
on the class composition, more or less complex questions and
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information can be included.

After the comparison exercise was over the students were asked
for one last homework task related to the comparative and su-
perlative form. Due to the fact that during the shopping dialog
exercise not all of the students used the target grammar point,
an additional written exercise was created in order to give the
students more practice and a meaningful setting to use the gram-
mar point. Therefore, a suitable topic that was relevant to all
students needed to be found.

One of the units in the students’ school book from the previous
year (Weber and Westfall 2006) included an exercise regarding
pets. Additionally, during the preliminary study when the stu-
dents were asked to introduce themselves and talk about their
lives, almost all of the students talked about their pets. Therefore,
the students were familiar with the vocabulary needed in order
to describe a pet. It should be noted, that since pets are usually
seen as part of the family, they are discussed at an early stage in
the English language learning progress.

Furthermore, the lesson was held during the end of October
which meant that Halloween was on the horizon. In order to
inoperative the holiday at least to some minor degree, the author
decided to create an exercise titled "superpet" which was based
on an image of a dog dressed in a superhero costume found on
the Flickr website. (McCune 2016)
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In addition to featuring pictures of pets dressed in superhero
costumes, the worksheet include a picture of the popular Marvel
"Avengers" characters in LEGO format that could be used by the
students to get inspiration for their texts. Initially, the Avengers
were supposed to be used as the main focus of the exercise,
however, since it could not be assumed that all students were
familiar with all of the characters from the movie it was decided
against doing so. Teachers who are more familiar with their
students are be able to easily change the exercise in order to shift
the focus from the pets to the Avenger characters.

Since students noted that they had trouble finding ideas and
knowing what to write about, and one of the students explicitly
asked for example sentences during an earlier exercise, this
was provided to them. The exercise not only included example
sentences but also included a list of useful adjectives the students
could include in their text. Rather than simply having to write
a text, the students were also asked to draw a picture of their
superpet so the reader could get a better idea of what the pet
looked like. This part was included in order to allow students to
be more creative and to make their texts more visible.

The exercise went really well and the students seemed to enjoy
it. Initially, the author was reluctant to include the drawing part,
however, according to the students’ feedback during the lesson,
they liked being able to create and write about their own super-
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pet along with drawing a picture of it. The comparative forms
were used appropriately and little to no mistakes were made.
It should be noted, however, that the frequency of comparative
usage could have been improved by including a different pet
the students could use in order to compare their superpet to.
In addition to that it would also have been possible, as stated
above, to have the students compare the characters from the
Avengers.

Due to the fact that images acted as the inspiration for the final
exercise rather than another educational resource, in this con-
text the OER term was stretched in order to include not only
material predominantly considered and produced for teaching
but material created for other purposes released under a Cre-
ative Commons license. Another example for this is presented
in Muuß-Merholz and Schaumburg (2014) with regards to the
platform Open StreetMap. Due to the fact that picture are said to
be the most used OER material for teachers (Richter and Ehlers
2010), using an image as the base for an exercise was considered
to be relevant.

5.3.4 Lesson Four

One of the lessons taught during the study was adopted from
a previous lesson the author had taught during one of her first
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practical English teaching sessions. As mentioned earlier, Aus-
trian students who want to become teachers for middle school
or high school are required to hold lessons in a real class but
with a mentor present at all times. The first of this two part prac-
tical teaching is typically held during one of the first semesters
of study. Therefore, the original lesson discussed below was
conducted four years prior to the current study.

The lesson was created in order to give the students an overview
of the differences between British and American English. In
Austrian schools, students are predominantly taught British
English and often times students are not aware that there are
differences between these two language variations. Similarly to
the differences between Austrian German and German German
certain terms have different meanings depending on the country
in which they are uttered.

Furthermore, the pronunciation between British and American
English differs. It should be noted that the author speaks with
an American accent whereas the teachers the students were
mostly familiar with speak with a British accent. Therefore,
the lesson was held in order to make students more aware of
these unique difference. In addition to that it also provided a
good introduction to the topic of vacation and traveling to other
countries.

As mentioned above, the original lesson had been created four
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years earlier. However, rather than being able to simply reuse
all the material created and used during the lesson, this was not
possible due to lack of OER material. Therefore, while the ideas
could be used as a basis for the new lesson, the material itself
needed to be created anew. The reason for this is that a certain
threshold of originality needs to exist in order for material to
be copyright-able; ideas cannot be copyrighted. (“Forum neue
Medien Austria” 2016) Since the lesson worked really well with
the students in the original class, the material was adopted to fit
OER standards so that the newly created material could easily
be reused.

As an introduction and in order to illustrate the importance
of knowing the differences between British and American En-
glish, the students listened to a short retelling of Roald Dahl’s
"The Ant-Eater" (Dahl and Blake 2012) The story talks about a
spoiled American boy that gets a new pet namely an anteater.
The anteater is close to starving and the boy tells him to find
an ant to eat. When the boy’s aunt comes to visit the anteater
mistakes her for a giant ant due to the fact that in American
English both aunt and ant are pronounced the same way. The
story provided a fun way to start the lesson and to grab the
students’ attention.

The lesson was predominantly based on pictures that would
act as a stimuli for students. Flickr was used in order to find
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suitable pictures that could be used for the discussion of the
topic. Furthermore, since some of the pictures visibly showed
people, these pictures were used as a starting point to start
the discussion about personality rights as well as the right to
one’s own picture and the problems encountered because of that.
More detail regarding these two issues are discussed in the Legal
Situation in Austria chapter.

As seen in Figure 5, pictures taken from the Flickr website were
printed and added to the blackboard. The students were then
asked to get up and move to the front of the room to collaborate
and add the correct British and American terms that were written
on index cards and spread out on the teachers’ desk below the
pictures on the blackboard.

Figure 3: Blackboard
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The class was held during the second period so some of the stu-
dents were still a bit tired. Therefore, this method was chosen in
order to wake them up, and in order to change their perspective
since they are usually seated during the lessons. Additionally,
the exercise was chosen to encourage them to communicate with
each other in order to solve the problem at hand. The goal of the
exercise was not to find a "winner" and someone who knows the
most but rather for the students to communicate and cooperate
with each other by asking around and relying on each other
when answering the questions.

It should be noted that according to the Creative Commons
website, material released under a Creative Commons license
with a version prior to 4.0 needs to have a reference to the
title in the credit if one is given. (“License Versions - Creative
Commons” 2016) However, in order for this exercise, as well as
the memory containing the same images, to work, including the
title would have defeated the purpose of the exercise. The reason
for this is that the title of the image often would have "given
away" the answer, students were supposed to find themselves.
E.g. a picture of an island resort that was titled "Ah! Vacation"
was supposed to represent both the British word "holiday" as
well as the American term "vacation". Therefore, the title was
not included in the files presented to the students. However, the
files included in the appendix as well as the files sent to the
teachers at the end of the session both included references to
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the title. This allows teachers to reuse the exercise for purposes
when knowing the title does not interfere with the main object
of the created exercise.

As stated above, a memory game was created out of the pictures
used for the previous exercise. The title of the image was once
again not included in the material provided to the students in
order to allow the exercise to work properly. While it would have
been possible to exclude other parts of the attribution process
because attribution should be made reasonable to "Medium and
means, with exceptions"(“License Versions - Creative Commons”
2016) for works licensed under a CC suite before 4.0, except for
the title, the credit was kept as is. This means that the original
author as well as a link to the Creative Commons license agree-
ment was included. The reason for this is that the author wanted
to draw the students’ attention to the importance of crediting.
Therefore, when one of the students asked whether or not he
could remove the credits from the final memory card, he was
told not to so in order to keep some form of credit to the original
author present at all time.

The reason why the memory game was chosen is because it was
a good exercise to reinforce the vocabulary taught. Rather than
only encountering the words one time, the students could test
their vocabulary knowledge while at the same time enjoying the
fun of the game. In addition to that the students could create
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the cards themselves by cutting out the words and correspond-
ing pictures. Therefore, making the exercise more relevant and
appealing to them because they could contribute to the creation
process themselves. The exercise was also used as a way to make
students aware of the differences between OER material and a
school book. The reason for this is that they were allowed to cut
out and create their own material, as can be seen in Figure 6 and
Figure 7, something that would not be possible with a regular
school book because cutting out pieces is often not permitted.

Figure 4: Students creating the memory 1
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Figure 5: Students creating the memory 2

In addition to familiarizing the students with the differences in
vocabulary, the class held a brainstorming session in order to
find other differences. The input mostly came from the students
themselves which showed that they were aware of some of these
differences already. However, collecting them and writing them
down on the blackboard reinforced the fact that British and
American English are not the same.

The students also received a written exercise that included a
list of British and American terms. Together with a partner,
they were supposed to find the correct German terms for the
words used. This activity was created because during the creation
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process of the memory it was discovered that some important
and useful words, e.g. "restroom" and "first floor", were missing.
However, adding these words to the memory would have created
a game with too many cards. That is why in the end it was
decided against add them to the game.

This is why the worksheet was included in order to allow stu-
dents to get a better understanding of these words as well. In
the future, this exercise could also easily be used to create an
additional memory game or swap out terms as seen fit. In ad-
dition to that, if more time had been available, it would have
been possible to let the students create their own memory games
based on the vocabulary they found most useful. However, due
to time constraints this was not pursued further.

Based on the observations by both the author as well as the
English teachers, it could be seen that the students really enjoyed
being able to create their "own" materials. They enjoyed cutting
out the pieces and liked the fact that they were able to keep the
material rather than having to give it back to the teacher at the
end of the lesson. During the preliminary study it was observed
that students were surprised when they were allowed to keep the
material used to create games and group-activity. The reason for
this is that as mentioned above, the material was usually handed
back to the teacher. Therefore, keeping the material themselves
added to the enjoyment of the students.
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Due to time constrains the author was not able to try out the
game with the students during the research period. However, the
students played the game with their Canadian teaching assistant
in one of the following lessons. According to reports from both
English teachers, the students really enjoyed playing the game,
were able to recall a lot of the information taught during the
lesson and thereby as a result, were able to teach new words to
their teaching assistant. This is interesting because, as mentioned
above, the teaching assistant is a native English speaker.

5.3.5 Lesson Five

In the second to last lesson the students were introduced to
the present perfect simple tense and in particular the notion of
experience (Newby 1992) The present perfect simple can be di-
vided into various notions and the experience notion was chosen
due to its relevance to the topic of vacation, since Newby (1992)
explicitly lists holiday postcards as one of the usage examples.
After all when one talks about his or her previous vacations it
is only natural to use the present perfect tense to refer to new
experiences they have come across during their stay. Further
details with regards to the present perfect will be provided in a
later part of the study.

In addition to that the worksheet handed to the students in-
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cluded information regarding another notion, namely "changes
and completion". (Newby 1992) As the name suggests, hereby
the present perfect simple is used in order to talk about things
that were different in the past and have since changed. The gram-
mar explanation of this notion was added to the worksheet in
order to allow the English teachers to reuse the worksheet once
the study had been completed.

At the beginning of the lesson a YouTube video was shown to the
students to act as a review of the previous lesson. The Creative
Commons search feature (“CC Search” 2016) made it easy to find
openly licensed YouTube videos. Unlike other websites searched
using the CC search engine, the resulting videos found were
all released under a Creative Commons license. The YouTube
video featured a young Canadian man who had been living in
the UK for a longer period of time as well as his female British
friend. During the video they were talking about the difference
between British and North American accents. Despite the fact
that the previous lesson had been focused on American rather
than Canadian English due to its similarities in vocabulary as
well as pronunciation the video was included.

The video consisted of two parts, the first one focused on dif-
ferences in pronunciation whereas the second part focused on
differences with regards to vocabulary. In the first part both par-
ties pronounce a given word in their native accent which led to
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different results. In the second part they talked about vocabulary
that was different such as "restroom" and "loo" being used to talk
about the toilet. While watching parts of the video, the students
were asked to "vote" to see whether they are more British or
(North) American. The students seemed to enjoy the video and
were very talkative and engaged during the exercise.

During the preliminary study the author had noticed that the stu-
dents would talk about YouTube videos they had watched with
their friends. Seeing as YouTube videos are highly popular with
teenagers in this particular age group, a YouTube video rather
than a different form of material was chosen for reviewing pur-
poses. Due to the relatively young age of the video participants
the students could relate to them more easily.

In order to introduce the students to the topic of the present
perfect simple, as well as vacation and different countries, the au-
thor started the lesson with a monologue about her experience in
Japan. For this purpose pictures taken during her 5 month long
stay in Japan were presented to the students. While talking about
her past experiences the past tense was used but throughout the
monologue students were asked about their own experiences.
For example sentences such as "Has anyone of you ever been
to Japan? Have you ever seen a panda in real life? Have you
ever eaten sushi?" were asked directly to the class to receive
feedback and act as an awareness raising activity. In addition
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to that it allowed the students to get to know the author better
and also showed them a way to talk about their own traveling
experiences.

After the monologue, a game of "two truths and one lie" was
played. For this purpose the author wrote down three sentences
using the present perfect tense, two of the statements were true
and one was a lie. The students had to guess the correct answer
and the exercise was repeated by one of the students.

The grammar point explanation was once again based on the
material provided by (“Mobile ESL | Athabasca Universityty”
2016). Once again, the usage of the grammar points as well as
its formation were explained in German rather than English in
order to avoid confusion. Furthermore, the two different notions
mentioned on the worksheet were presented using the black-
board. The main emphasis was put on the notion of experience
due to its relevance to the topic. However, since the notion of
change is also frequently used a brief explanation of this notion
was provided as well.

The last exercise of the lesson was a listening comprehension.
Prior to that the students had not been exposed to the English
of native speakers during the study with the exception of the
above mentioned YouTube video. Therefore it was important to
the author to include another listening activity. For this purpose
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a listening exercise from the website elllo was chosen. (“English
Listening Lesson Library Online” 2016)

Despite the fact that there were some licensing issues found with
regards to this website, which will be discussed in more detail
in a later chapter, the students listened to one of the audio files
provided on the website. The reason why the activity was chosen
despite the issues is that the students did not actively receive
the audio file. In addition to that no listening comprehension
exercise that was suitable to the students’ level as well as the
topic at hand could be found.

It should be noted that during this lesson the students were
given an introduction to OER and Creative Commons licenses in
particular which ended up taking longer than expected. The rea-
son why OER was introduced in more detail is that the students
were supposed to license material under a CC license during
the following lesson. Therefore it was important to familiarize
the students with the different licensing options. During this
explanation it was discovered that the students had difficulties
to understand the ShareAlike aspect of CC licenses.

The students were asked to bring holiday pictures from one of
their previous vacations to the following lesson. Furthermore,
the students were given a letter for their legal guardians that
explained the licensing process taking place the following les-
son.
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5.3.6 Lesson Six

In order to reinforce the grammar point and to make it more rele-
vant to the students, they were asked to bring pictures from their
previous vacations so that the entire class could create a poster to-
gether. In addition, next to the pictures the students would write
a sentence related to the picture using the present perfect simple
tense. In order to illustrate the OER creating process or rather the
Creative Commons licensing process, the finished poster would
later be licensed under a Creative Commons license.

However, releasing material under a Creative Commons license
was not that easy due to the fact that the students were under-
age. Therefore, in order to make this exercise possible, written
permission from the legal guardians of the students needed to
be obtained. The students were given a letter for their parents to
ask permission to license the poster under a Creative Commons
license.

In addition to that, the parents were asked to have the students
bring pictures from a previous vacation with them the following
lesson. It should be noted that the parents were made aware of
the fact that the pictures should feature landscapes and food
rather than people in order to avoid conflict with personality
rights.

At the start of the lesson another unexpected problem occurred,
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only about half of the students had an analog photograph with
them while the other students either forgot to bring one at all
or only had their photos available in digital format on their
smartphones. Printing the pictures would have taken too long
which would have made the already tight schedule impossible
to keep.

Thankfully a few of the students took a few pictures with them
and were willing to share with their colleagues. While this de-
feated the authentic nature of the exercise the students were
still able to identify with the pictures since they all had visited
similar countries before such as Italy and Croatia. In the end,
each student had at least one picture that he or she could add to
the poster.

In retrospect, the permission slip handed to the parents should
have been more explicit regarding the physical nature of the
photograph required. Additionally, for future exercises it would
be better to either make sure that a printing device is available
so that students can print the pictures in school if needed or
create the poster in a digital manner. Due to the fact that a
computer lab was not available, it was not possible to create a
digital poster. The students had only briefly been introduced
to the present perfect simple before and so still needed some
assistance, therefore, it would have been unfeasible to make this
exercise a homework task.
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During the exercise, the students first wrote their sentences on a
scrap piece of paper and then the teacher walked around to en-
sure that the sentences were grammatically correct. Furthermore,
the students could ask for clarification regarding the grammar
as well as vocabulary. Afterwards, the students wrote the sen-
tences on the poster and used washi tape in order to adhere the
pictures. This was useful because it meant that the photographs
were not damaged since almost all of them were analog pictures
rather than printouts because a few students voiced their desire
to take the photographs home once the topic of vacation had
been completed.

Later, the projector and desktop computer available in class were
used in order to navigate to the Creative Commons website
(“Creative Commons Deutschland” 2016) The reason for this
was to explain and show the students how to license something
under a Creative Commons license. For this purpose the German
version of the website was used in order to ensure that the
students fully understood the steps required to license a work
under CC. As mentioned in the previous chapter, the students
had been introduced to the various CC license components, i.e.
BY, SA, NC and ND.

In order to protect the integrity of the students a BY NC ND
license was chosen as the license for the poster. In addition to
that, since the students previously had difficulty understanding
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the SA concept, the BY NC ND license was chosen because
it was easier for them to understand. After all it is important
that people realize what others are and are not allowed to do
with their material once it has been released under a Creative
Commons license. This is particularly important because a CC
license is irrevocable (“Frequently Asked Questions - Creative
Commons” 2016) which means that once a user has obtained
material licensed under a certain CC license they are allowed
to use the material based on the terms of the license even if
said license has been changed or removed. (“Frequently Asked
Questions - Creative Commons” 2016)

In retrospect it would have been interesting to see which license
the students would have chosen themselves. However, since a
letter to the legal guardians had to be written in order to obtain
permission for the students to license the material due to the fact
that they were underage, it was decided to use a predetermined
license.

However, if a similar study would be conducted with a group of
older students, it would be beneficial to have them decide on one
for themselves. The students then can explain the reasons why
they chose a particular license over the other and this could be
used a starting point for a group discussion. Choosing their own
license would also allow students to have a bigger connection
to OER as a whole. Because the main purpose of the study was
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practical usage of OER material rather than students actively
creating and using OER, this point was not pursued further.

At the end of the exercise, once the students had finished the
poster (Figure 8) and the licensing process had been explained
to them, the students were asked to pick a name to be used as
the author’s name for the license. The class decided to go with
their class number and name. This way, despite the fact that the
students were not able to choose a license themselves they were
still involved in the licensing process.

Figure 6: Poster with pictures (2gk EAA, BY NC ND 4.0)
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The time taken for writing the present perfect sentences as well
as adding the pictures to the poster varied for each student.
Therefore, an additional exercise needed to be created for the
students that had already finished their tasks. Additionally, it
was thought that having a written gap filling exercise that was
related to the topic of vacation would be suitable in order to
reinforce the grammar structure and usage.

Throughout the study, none of the OER material found online
was used "as is" but rather material was adjusted in one way or
another in order to best suit the needs of the students or in order
to avoid copyright infringement. The gap filling exercise used
during the lesson is one of the examples were the changes made
were minor.
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Figure 7: Holiday Postcard 17 (Source: https://en.islcollective.

com/resources/printables/worksheets_doc_docx/holiday_

postcard_17/present-perfect-holidays/27461 Accessed: Feb.
08, 2016))

Figure 9 is the exercise used as a base for the postcard worksheet
presented in the appendix. As can be seen above, the text used
for the postcard was very fitting for the topic of vacation, as well
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as the grammar point present perfect simple. Therefore, the text
was kept in tact, however, the background image was removed
in order to make the text more legible, particularly due to the
fact that copies needed to be made.

Furthermore, no information regarding whether or not the au-
thor of the worksheet created the pictures themselves was avail-
able. In order to avoid a possible copyright infringement due to
the lack of proper credit to the photographer, the images were
removed. Instead, an image found on the Flickr website was
used as a substitute in order to make the exercise more visually
appealing to the students.

Additionally, one minor element of the text was changed. The
word "marvelous" was changed to "fantastic" . The reason for
this is that marvelous was thought to be a term the students
were unfamiliar with and due to the already difficult nature of
the present perfect tense, attention was paid to ensure that the
students had to deal with as little new vocabulary as possible.

It should be noted that unlike the other material used for this
study, obtaining this file required prior registration to the web-
site. (iSLCOLLECTIVE 2016) This meant that an email address,
username and password needed to be supplied in order to be
able to download the material. No payment was required. While
this means that the material is not 100 % open in the sense that
it can be downloaded by anyone without prior registration, due
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to its relevance to the topic of the exercises it was nevertheless
included.

After each student had finished working on the poster the stu-
dents’ answers for the gap filling exercise where compared. Due
to the fact that not a lot of active usage of the present perfect
simple had occurred prior to the lesson the students had some
difficulties during the exercise. Therefore, the rules and the us-
age of the experience notion of the present perfect simple where
explained again in order to ensure that the students were pro-
vided with a good basis for future study of the present perfect
simple.

This session also marked the last "active" lesson of the study.
That is to say that this was the last lesson where the students
received material and input. The following lesson was used for
feedback. As mentioned in the evaluation plan, a significant part
of the study was related to the students’ feedback. After all OER
material can only be seen as useful if the students using them
consider them to be useful.
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6.1 Feedback

The last session was used in order to receive feedback directly
from the students. During the feedback session all 30 students
were present and the major findings are discussed below.

Since during the preliminary study the feedback received was
focused on the author and her teaching style as a whole rather
than the material used, students were provided with some guid-
ing questions they were supposed to answer. In addition to that,
students were encouraged to include their own thought and
feeling in addition to answering the questions. As seen below
the questions were focused on the overall enjoyment of the stu-
dents, opinions regarding OER as well as the material itself and
the way it compared to material used in their "regular" English
lessons.

• Was it different? If so: how?
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• Do you understand OER better now?
• Did you learn something? If so: what?
• How was the material compared to the book?
• Were the copies useful or not?
• How can the material be improved?

Initially the feedback was supposed to be orally, in the form of
an informal conversation between the author and the students.
However, in order to make sure that each students’ voice and
perspective was heard, index cards that allowed students to
give written feedback were chosen as a supplementary format.
Additionally, this meant that the feedback could be provided
anonymously if the students preferred to do so.

In the end, most of the students opted for the written feedback
with only a few gave their feedback directly to the author. Ini-
tially, the questions were supposed to be in English as well,
however, in order to ensure that the students understood each
question and to enable them to answer without language barrier,
the questions as well as the feedback by the students were in
German.

One of the students noted: "I really enjoyed using the worksheets
because I could look back on it if I had difficulties understanding
something. However, if you forget to hole punch the worksheets
it is difficult not to loose them." In general students noted that
they where overwhelmed by the large amount of worksheets and
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six students noted that they did not like the worksheets because
there were too many of them. Two of the students noted that
their folders became overstuffed due to the worksheets.

During the study, the students received 9 worksheets each. In
addition to that the pictures for exercises needed to be printed
as well. This means that all together over the course of two
weeks or 6 lessons around 420 copies where produced. This is
a large amount of paper that was needed in order to make the
lessons possible. While it would have been possible to decrease
the number of copies by printing double sided, it was decided
against it in order to increase flexibility. Two students suggested
to make the copies more "fun and colorful" in order to make
them more appealing. However, due to the large amount of
worksheets it was only possible to provide students with black
and white copies.

Since the class was not a laptop or tablet class it could not be
assumed that each student had one of these device that could be
brought to school. If this had been the case, the material would
have been distributed digitally in order to decrease the used
paper and make the material even more flexible. Due to the
fact that the school’s website and moodle platform had recently
undergone changes and the English teachers did not have know
how to upload and use the platforms these options were not
persuade.
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With the exception of two students all other 28 noted that they
enjoyed the lessons. In particular the fact that games were played
in order to incorporate the grammar was seen as positive. Other
than the fact that the textbook was not used, this was also noted
as one of the aspects in which the lessons were different from
their "usual" English lesson. It is interesting to note is that stu-
dents mentioned the games and fun activities but also noted that
they learned a lot and had to do a lot compared to their regular
English lessons. This goes to show that it is possible to include
meaningful activities that are both, fun and challenging, at the
same time.

Two of the students also positively mentioned the memory game
and the fact that they were able to create it themselves by cutting
it out, something that would not have been possible with an
activity provided in the school book.

The feedback with regards to the OER material was mostly
positive. Students either seemed to prefer the handouts provided
or categorize them as, "as good as the course book". The only
exception were five students who explicitly noted that they
preferred using the school books. Most of the students did not
provide any additional information with regards to why they
preferred one over the other. However, the few students who did
mention, among other things that the OER material included
better explanations than the school book.
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During the feedback session, two students stated that they
thought that "the whole OER thing was overrated". While the
rest of the students noted that they had a better understanding of
OER overall, three students noted that they still had difficulties
fully understanding what it meant. In addition to that, at the
beginning of the study students were not aware of or familiar
with copyright as a whole. One of the students noted that she did
not know that she was not allowed to simply use Google image
search in order to find pictures to use in her presentations.

This reaction is not surprising, since the general unawareness
and confusion with regards to copyright has been noted in vari-
ous studies. (Hylén 2006; Richter and Ehlers 2010) If adults who
are involved in creating material on a daily basis, are having
difficulties understanding the problems involved in using copy-
righted materials, how can one expect 12-year-olds to know?
However, since these students are part of the next generation of
adults, it is important to educate them about these issues as soon
as possible, because this will make sure that they are familiar
with, and hopefully care about, theses issues in the future.

At the end of the study, the author asked for feedback from the
two English teachers, one of which was always present in the
lessons over the course of the study. While the author was able
to familiarize herself with the students during the preliminary
study period, there is still a difference between teaching for a
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few lessons or being their class teacher all year round. Therefore,
during the study the author not only relied on her own obser-
vations but also talked to the class teachers in order to establish
whether any changes in the behavior of the students could be
found.

According to emails received from the two English teachers in
class, the students were more engaged than usual. While it might
be the case that some of the engagement was due to the fact
that the teacher was different, one of the teachers noted that she
thought that the reason for this was because of the material used.
In her opinion, the material was more "authentic". Rather than
telling students to open the book on page 12 they seemed to
prefer the fact that the material was created "especially for them".
In addition to that, the teacher noted that the students seemed
to understand more of the material taught due to the fact that
it was created for them. (e-mail message to author, October 30,
2015)

During the feedback session, one of the students noted that he
enjoyed hearing and learning about Open Educational Resources
and that because of the lessons and the fact that the students
were introduced to Creative Commons licenses, he had decided
to release his own computer programs, that he created using
visual basic, under a Creative Commons license. While according
to the Creative Commons websites, computer programs are not
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recommended to be released under a CC license but rather "li-
censes made available by the Free Software Foundation or listed
as "open source" by the Open Source Initiative."(“Frequently
Asked Questions - Creative Commons” 2016) it is nevertheless a
step in the right direction if the student plans to implement the
information learned in class.

As mentioned above, during the feedback session, as well as
the feedback received during the lessons, the students really
enjoyed the way in which the lessons were taught. That is to
say that the students liked the games that were be played while
still feeling like they learned something. OER, due to its open
and flexible nature, allows for a more learner centered teaching
approach. This means that rather than only receiving input from
the teacher, students are able to interact with each other and
the teacher acts more like a facilitator rather than an omniscient
leader. (“Student-centred learning - Wikipedia, the free encyclo-
pedia” 2016) While a teacher centered approach was chosen for
grammar explanations, due to the limited time frame, the rest of
the lessons mostly consisted of either pair exercises or exercises
that involved the entire class.

This shows that incorporating and using OER material in an EFL
classroom setting is possible and that the students had a positive
response to the used OER material. However, it should be noted
that these findings cannot be seen as a general representation of
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Austrian students due to the relatively small size of participating
students.

6.2 Preparation

Preparation time was the one main area of evaluation. As men-
tioned in the chapter regarding the evaluation plan, a time sheet
was kept over the course of the study in order to determine how
long it took the author to create the finished lessons. Once again,
this section deals with a subjective matter and therefore, the
results cannot be generalized for teachers in general.

As can be seen in the time sheet included in the appendix, the
first few hours of work were spent researching appropriate sub-
ject matters. As mentioned in a previous chapter, Austrian school
books used in 6th grade for English teaching were compared
in order to find suitable topics. After checking the Austrian
curriculum had yielded no satisfactory results, the books were
compared in order to find topics, as well as grammar points
that would draw upon the students’ previous English learning
experience.

Once the topics had been found, the material research period
started. As can be seen in the time sheet (see Appendix 14.0.2),
this period took the longest to be completed. The reason for this
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is that during the research period, the material discovered, pre-
dominantly yielded results that did not contain OER material.

In addition to using the websites found during the project semi-
nar, Google was used in order to find results. The reason why
Google was used was in order to create a realistic setting of
search results because, as seen in the study conducted by Ban-
zato (2012) over 70% of the teacher questioned used this search
engine in order to find teaching material online.

Due to the unsatisfactory results, the Creative Commons search
engine was used. (“CC Search” 2016) This search tools allows
uses to find material licensed under a CC license on various
platforms such as Flickr, YouTube and Google. While the material
found for the first two platforms was always released under a CC
license the same cannot be said for the results of the later. When
using the CC search engine with search terms such as "present
perfect exercise", one would assume that the links found, while
not necessarily relevant to the topic, would at least be licensed
under a CC license. However, this was not the case.

A predominant amount of links found using this method in-
cluded material with an "all rights reserved" copyright notice
or featured "free" material as mentioned earlier. This led to
problems because instead of being able to use material with-
out having to worry about possible copyright infringements,
each link needed to be rechecked individually with regards to
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its license. Therefore, the time needed in order to find suitable
material licensed under CC increased.

While there was material released under a Creative Commons li-
cense, often times it was not clear, due to lack of citation, whether
the base material consisted of OER as well. For example, some
websites used pictures of celebrities or clips from Hollywood
movies as part of their exercises. In order to avoid using possible
copyrighted material, attention was paid either not use the ma-
terial to begin with or to adjust it in order to remove potential
copyrighted material. An example for this can be seen in both,
the present perfect holiday card, as well as the shopping dialog
exercise.

All of these issues as well as the fact that little material suitable
for students’ level and age group, more on this later, could be
found which lead to a significant increase in time used during
the research.

Once (semi)suitable material that could be reused and remixed
had been found it new material needed to be created. During
this time a variety of issues occurred with regards to Creative
Commons licenses. These issues will be discussed further in the
following chapter.

It should be noted that there were a variety of components that
increased the time taken to find and create the OER material
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used. First of all, it would have been possible to look for material
suitable for the age group and than decided on a relevant topic
and grammar point. As stated at the beginning of the chapter
this was not done because the author wanted to ensure that
the material used would draw upon the students’ prior English
knowledge and in to ensure that the material would work well
with the material the students usually used in class, i.e. the
school book.

Furthermore, this was the first time the author had to create this
many lessons and it was also her first time using OER material.
Therefore, rather than being able to rely on past experiences e.g.
with regards to which websites provided good quality material
suitable for students and this particular age group and with this
level, this was not the case. One of the reasons for this is that the
preliminary study did not focus exclusively on material licensed
under a BY or BY SA license but include all CC licenses. Due to
the fact that during the preliminary study a major of material
released under BY NC SA license had been used, said material
could not be reuse for this study.

Therefore, it will be easier for more experienced teachers who
already have used OER material to create lessons using OER
material. Furthermore, if a similar study with students of the
same age group and level would be conducted, the material
could be reused. This means that the time needed to create the
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material will decrease because material could be reused with
minor adjustments according to the class’ needs. However, it
is important to note that teachers using OER instead of school
books might also run the risk of simply reusing material "as is"
for years to come without said adjustments being made.

All in all it took the author about 39 hours to prepare the lessons.
As can be seen in the time sheet (Appendix 14.0.2) around 20
hours were spent trying to find suitable OER material online
that could be used as a basis for the lessons. The first four hours
of the research period were spent comparing school books as
well as finding material relevant to the curriculum. This task
would not be necessary for experienced teachers. The remaining
15 hours consisted of adjusting the exercises to suit the students’
needs as well as licensing material under a CC license.

Despite all of these components that can be seen as reasons why
it took so long to create the material, the results correspond with
findings from Bliss et al. (2013) where a majority of teachers
questions said they needed about the same or more time to
create OER material when compared preparing their previous
lessons.
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6.3 Problems with Creative Commons

Throughout the study various challenges as well as discrepancies
were encountered with regards to CC licensed material. The
following chapter will talk about these instances in more detail.

One of said discrepancies was only discovered after the study
was over. As a base for the grammar explanations, material from
the ESLAU website was used. (“Mobile ESL | Athabasca Uni-
versityty” 2016) As seen in Figure 10, according to the Creative
Commons icon, as well as the text below the material is licensed
under a BY 3.0 license.

Figure 8: Screenshot of the eslau.ca Website (Source: http://www.eslau.ca/
Accessed: (Feb. 10, 2015))
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At the end of the study, the link to the OER material was double
checked in order to ensure that the material is still licensed
under a Creative Commons license. This was done because, as
mentioned in the chapter regarding the project seminar, a website
with a changed license had been discovered earlier. Therefore,
the ESLAU website was rechecked as well.

By accident it was discovered that clicking on the BY logo led
to a website featuring the terms of another Creative Commons
license, namely BY NC SA 3.0. This led to some confusion since
no other indication for a license other than a BY 3.0 license had
been discovered. Additionally, when clicking on the hyperlink
provided in the text, a link to the terms of the BY 3.0 version was
provided.

Due to the fact that the material had already been produced
and the predominantly used license on the website is BY, the
reference to this license was kept intact. However, when reusing
the material in the future, it would be best to contact the site’s
host in order to avoid any misunderstandings and ensure that
the provided license is correct.

The reason why the material was rechecked after the study was
over, was to ensure that the material used was still released
under a Creative Commons license. While a Creative Commons
licenses is irrevocable (“Frequently Asked Questions - Creative
Commons” 2016) that does not mean that it cannot be removed
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at a later point in time. However, if a website released material
under a Creative Commons license and a user has obtained said
material at a point in time when the license was still present and
valid, the user is allowed to use the material according to the
initial licenses agreement, despite the fact that the CC license
has been removed. Therefore, once something has been released
under a CC license it becomes difficult to stop the material from
being distributed since users who obtained the material at an
earlier point in time are still allowed to redistribute it.

Another confusing situation regarding a CC license occurred
with regards to a website called elllo.org. As seen in Figure
11, the website has a reference to a Creative Commons license.
It is stated that: "The mp3 files and text on elllo are Creative
Commons. Students and teachers are free to download, copy
and distribute these materials for educational purposes. They are
not transferable for commercial purposes." (“English Listening
Lesson Library Online” 2016)
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Figure 9: Screenshot of the elllo.org website (Source: http://elllo.org/ Ac-
cessed: (Feb. 16, 2015))

However, no further mention regarding which Creative Com-
mons license used is provided. Similarly to how "Text: Creative
Commons" is an "incorrect attribution" according to the CC web-
site, (“Best practices for attribution - Creative Commons” 2016)
this can be seen as an incorrect way to license material under
a Creative Commons license. (“Marking your work with a CC
license - Creative Commons” 2016) In addition to no license
being directly mentioned, there is no Creative Commons license
that corresponds with the "for educational purposes" part stated
above. Since modifications to CC licenses are not allowed to
be labeled as such (“Modifying the CC licenses - Creative Com-
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mons” 2016), it was important to determine whether the material
was in fact licensed under a CC license or not.

Therefore, in order to find out how to properly credit the source
and to determine under which Creative Commons license the
(re)used material had to be released, the webmaster of the page
was contacted. On October 5th 2015, the author contacted the
webmaster with the following message:

"Dear Mr. Beuckens,

First of all I would like to thank you for providing such great
online material for EFL students and teachers alike.
I want to use some of your material for a class I’m teaching,
however, I am having difficulties finding how to properly credit
your website.

It is stated that: The mp3 files and text on elllo are Creative
Commons. Students and teachers are free to download, copy
and distribute these materials for educational purposes. They
are not transferable for commercial purposes.

However, this is the only reference to Creative Commons so I’m
not sure what the proper license to cite would be. Please kindly
inform me under which Creative Commons license you have
released your material so you can give you proper credit.
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Thanks a lot in advance.

Kind regards,

Maria Haas"

The message was sent using the contact form of the elllo website
and the author’s email address was included. The author would
have preferred to email the webmaster directly, however, no
other contact details were provided on the website. It should be
noted that no reply was ever received.

In this case it seems clear that the webmaster wants to enable
teachers to use the material he provided. However, the fact
that no concrete CC license was used makes it difficult for the
website users to find out how to give proper credit. While the
explanation is there that does not mean that the work has been
released under a Creative Commons license.

As mentioned above, the CC website provides the licensers,
as well as the licensees with rules regarding how material is
supposed to be cited. A lot of the rules, with a few exceptions
can be bent depending on the particular type of media that
is being cited. However, the name of the license the work is
released under has to be present at all times. This can be seen in
the license chooser (“Choose a License” 2016) were the name as
well as the link to the license is always present.
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It should be noted that at the time of the study (October 2015)
the website with the most recently released lessons featured
the above mentioned statement. However, upon revisiting the
website in January 2016 it was discovered that sites with newer
lessons did no longer include the above mentioned license notice.
Instead it was replaced with "elllo production" (“English Listen-
ing Lesson Library Online” 2016) . It should be noted however,
that the previous license statement can still be found under some
of the earlier lessons. Due to the fact that no reply was received,
it is unclear whether or not the change of licensing was made
because of the message sent by the author.

The last license related problem encountered during the research
had to do with license compatibility. As mentioned in the chapter
regarding Creative Commons, the SA module is one of the main
reasons why certain CC licenses cannot be used together. In this
particular example, it was not related to an incompatibility with
regards to two different licenses but rather different versions of
the same license.

The material used as the base for an comparative exercise used
in the third lesson was released under a CC BY SA 4.0 license.
However, due to the fact that this exercise compared outdated
PDAs, it needed to be updated to be relevant for teenage students
in 2015. Therefore, it was decided to replace PDAs with current
generation smart phones in order to make the exercise more
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relatable to students.

For this purpose Wikipedia articles of three different smart
phones were used to obtain technical data. While it would have
been possible to make up fictional information regarding the
phones, in order to keep the exercise authentic, real data was
used. Additionally, since the author mentioned to the students
that she wanted to buy a new phone, it would have defeated
the purpose if fictional data had been used. Furthermore, pic-
tures needed to be provided and were obtained from various
websites.

However, while assembling the exercise it was discovered that
while each individual part of the exercise, i.e. the base, as well
as the texts and pictures, were released under either a BY or BY
SA license, the version number of the BY SA licenses differed.
This led to a problem because of the SA restriction. The reason
for this is that according to the Creative Commons website, the
BY SA license:

"lets others remix, tweak, and build upon your work even
for commercial purposes, as long as they credit you and
license their new creations under the identical terms." (CC-
Licenses 2016, emphasis added by the author)

Therefore, it was difficult to determine how to best proceed.
After consulting with her mentor, as well as a German Facebook
Group consisting of renowned OER experts led to no satisfactory
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result, the Creative Commons website was thoroughly searched.
Thereupon, it was discovered that the CC community is familiar
with this problem because a so-called "ShareAlike compatibility"
website exists. (“ShareAlike compatibility - Creative Commons”
2016) As the title suggests, on this website the user is able to
find licenses that are compatible with SA licenses. This not only
refers to compatibility between different SA versions but also
between CC SA licenses and other copyleft licenses.

According to the website, (“License Versions - Creative Com-
mons” 2016) while material licensed under a ShareAlike 1.0
License is only compatible with material released under the
exact same license, the same is not true for later versions. As
stated on the website, material released under a 2.X or later
version is compatible with a ShareAlike license of the same suite
or a later version. In addition, at the time of writing this the-
sis (February 2016), material released under a SA 4.0 license
is compatible with two other non-CC licenses namely " Free
Art license 1.3 " and "GNU General Public License version 3 ".
(CC-Compatiblelicenses 2016)

Due to the discovery of this compatibility list, the exercise could
be created and was released under a CC BY SA 4.0 license since
all earlier BY SA versions, except for 1.0 as mentioned above,
are compatible with the latest version. In addition to that, all
material created for the study using CC licensed material was
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released under either BY or BY SA 4.0 license.

These examples show that because CC license difficulties were
encountered. In addition to finding the best way to properly
license material situations like the ones mentioned above led
to a large amount of time being spent to credit CC licenses.
A predominate amount of time during the "prepare lesson"
sections noted in the time sheet were spent dealing with CC
related issues. Therefore, at least in the case of this study CC
licenses significantly increased the preparation time.

This shows that in order for OER material to be actively used in
an EFL classroom, teachers need to be educated about how to
properly work with CC licenses in order to decrease preparation
time.

6.4 Finding Material

At the time of the study the students had been reviewing the
past simple. Initially the topics chosen for the study were shop-
ping and traveling/foreign countries while the grammar focus
was supposed to be on the comparative and superlative forms.
Additionally, the students were supposed to review the tenses
they had encountered thus far, i.e. present tense, past simple,
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will future/going to future, over the course of their English
lessons.

However, one of the English class teachers approached the author,
asking for the present perfect simple tense to be included in the
lessons. The reason for this was that the teacher felt that due to
the students’ relatively high English level a grammar review was
not needed.

As seen in the school books sighted for the study (Gerngross et
al. 2009; Baer-Engel and Haß 2010; Weber and Westfall 2005) it is
common in Austria to introduce the present perfect simple tense
in the 6th form or the second year of study. However, usually
the students are introduced to this tense at a later part of the
first semester or during the second semester of their second year
in middle school.

The present perfect tense is one of the more difficult aspects of
English to master for German speaking students. According to
Swan and Smith (2001) there are a variety of reasons why their
native language is interfering with the correct usage of present
perfect. The first reason for this is that while in German a form
similar to the present perfect exists, its usage is different because
it often acts as a another form of the past tense. Additionally,
in German the past tense is used for contexts where English
native speakers would use the present perfect tense. (Swan and
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Smith 2001) Therefore, German EFL students often have difficul-
ties differentiating between present perfect simple and the past
tense. Furthermore, in German when asking questions using
"how long", e.g. "How long have you been here?", the present
tense would be used. However, as seen in the example, English
speakers use the present perfect tense. (Swan and Smith 2001)

As mentioned in the section Preparation, it was difficult to find
suitable material due to a lack of proper license. In addition
to that other problems with regards to obtaining material oc-
curred.

6.4.1 Problems with Material

In addition to the problems encountered due to the Creative
Commons licenses, there were other problems with regards to
licensing in general. For this purpose it is important to distin-
guish between open and free material. "Free English material"
that can be incorporated into the EFL classroom is easy to find.
A simple Google search is sufficient to find thousands of "free"
teaching material. However, upon further inspection, it becomes
apparent that the material might be free as in available at no cost,
but not necessarily open. Often times these materials are labeled
as "for educational purposes only" and feature stipulations that
allows for printing only. This means that edits to the material are
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prohibited. However, during a study condcucted by Pulker and
Calvi (2013) the teachers involved did not leave material "as is",
but preferred to edit and add to the material in order to make it
fit the individual students’ needs.

One of the aspects that is important to note is that in order for
material to be used as OER, the building blocks used to create
the resource need to either be created by the author, released
under a Creative Commons license or need to be released in the
public domain. This was one of the issues encountered over the
course of the study.

It should be noted that due to the particular nature of the study,
not a lot of material that could be reused was found in reposi-
tories. Initially, it was believed that repositories with EFL and
ESL material could easily be found. The reason for this was that
OER material is predominantly being produced in English or
by institutions situated in either the US or Europe. (Amiel 2013)
However, due to the fact that OER material is currently mainly
being produced for the tertiary sector, the intended audience is
either native English speakers or non-natives with a high degree
of English. Therefore, material for EFL, and in particular for
students with an A1-A2 level could not be found.

Language learning material for beginner learners of other lan-
guages, in particular Romance languages such as French, Italian
and Spanish, could be found in repositories such as OpenLearn.
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(“Open Learning - OpenLearn - Open University” 2016) While
it is possible to reuse and adopt an exercise initially created to
learn one language in order to learn another (Winchester 2013),
the material found could not be used. The reason for this is that
the author is not able to speak a Romance language, therefore
adapting material created to study one of these languages was
seen as unfeasible.

During the research period one repository was found which
presented users with EFL material. The repository is the Dutch
website Wikiwijs (“Start” 2016) The repository was created by
the Dutch Ministry of Education (“OER Case Studies - Creative
Commons” 2016) and provides its users with material ranging
from primary school to higher education. It should be noted
that the website also included material particularly designed for
special needs students. While this was not the main focus of the
study, it is nevertheless important to mention since OER material
also allows special needs students to benefit from online material
because it can be adopted to fit their individual needs. (Richter
et al. 2014)

Despite the fact that the website is entirely in Dutch, a language
the author is unable to speak, it was possible to find and obtain
suitable EFL material because some of the English learning
material presented is available entirely, i.e. the exercises as well
as the explanations, in English. This meant that English search
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terms could be used in order to obtain material. In one of the
initial lesson plan, material used from one of the "star material"
found in the repository was included. However, due to time
constraints the exercise was not included in the final lesson
plans presented here.

Furthermore, it was later discovered that despite the fact that
the "star material" was said to be released under a CC BY SA
license, some of the material included in the lesson were used
according to "fair use" terms. (“Holidays and travel - HV2 -
Lesmateriaal - Wikiwijsleermiddelenplein” 2016) This means
that they were allowed to be used for educational purposes,
however, it also means that the material was not 100% OER
because, as mentioned above, fair use terms may not apply to
the same degree in different countries in the world.

As mentioned previously, not a lot of OER repositories with
material suitable for beginner EFL students could be found.
Therefore, instead of rely on so called "big OER" material from
"little OER" was used instead. (Weller 2010) According to Weller
(2010) OER can be divided into two groups, big OER and little
OER. (Weller 2010) The first group refers to repositories that are
typically hosted by renowned universities and projects. "These
are usually of high quality, contain explicit teaching aims, pre-
sented in a uniform style" (Weller 2010, p. 2) Little OER on the
other hand refers to projects created by individuals and the
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material contained therein is not necessarily always related to
teaching. (Weller 2010)

In particular personal websites and blogs created by individual
teachers were found to contain suitable material for the study.
A drawback to using material from these sources rather than
repositories was that material was not necessarily tagged with
metadata, which meant that finding material within the website
was more difficult.

The fact that teachers often are unaware of copyright issues leads
them to commit unintentional copyright infringement. During
personal talks with both English teachers it was often mentioned
that they did not know whether they were allowed to use certain
material in their teaching or not. In addition to that they assumed
that providing a link to the source would be enough to reuse
any material found for free online. While, as mentioned earlier,
Austrian teachers are allowed to use copyrighted material in
their lessons under certain circumstances, this lack of awareness
can lead to teachers providing students a false sense of security
when it comes to using material released under a "all rights
reserved" license. Klimpel (2012) also refers to this false sense
of security with regards to material licensed under a CC NC
license. While school can be seen as a safe place where using
NC material is allowed, the same cannot be said in an out of
school setting, for example with regards to sharing material on
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social media platforms who tend to act in a commercial matter.
(Klimpel 2012, p.18)

Another reason why it may be difficult to find OER material for
secondary education might be the fact that teachers are sharing
covertly. Instead of sharing material freely online, the sharing
often takes place in an internal setting where only a limited
number of people have access (Richter and Ehlers 2010; Comas-
Quinn and Fitzgerald 2013), e.g. through means of email or
school networks. As stated by Richter and Ehlers (2010) teach-
ers often assume that making the material available online is
enough in order to allow their colleagues to use the material. In
addition, in a study where academic staff members were ques-
tioned regarding their willingness to share their material, over
60% (n=33) answered that they preferred sharing with colleagues
they closely work with. (Rolfe 2012) One of the reasons why ma-
terial is shared this way has to do with trust. Due to the fact that,
as mentioned above, teachers are often unaware of copyright
related issues (Richter and Ehlers 2010), sharing in this close knit
setting allows them to do so, seemingly without having to worry
about possible copyright infringement. In turn, this means that
less OER material that could be shared and be useful for a larger
group of people thus is hidden in password protected networks.
(Sawyer 2008, p.4)

In addition to that, while teachers are using OER material, only
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few of the reused material is being shared back to the community.
A group of teachers in Italy was asked about whether or not they
would share their own teaching material in an open repository
online. Only a little over 18% (n=32) answered that they would
make the material available without restriction while over 50%
(n=92) would share material if some entry restrictions where
available and almost 30% (52) would not make their material
available at all. (Banzato 2012) Clements and Pawlowski (2012)
also discovered that while only minor barriers with regards to
the first four stages of OER reuse,i.e. search, evaluate, adopt
and use, could be found, while the last stage, i.e. the sharing,
was seen as the most problematic. The reason for this is that
teachers are more familiar with the first four stages since they
are accustomed to using these methods in their daily teaching
lives. The three major barriers found during the Clements and
Pawlowski’s study with regards to sharing own material online
were curriculum incompatibilities, copyright issues as well as
subject variations between different countries. (Clements and
Pawlowski 2012, p.6)

Clements and Pawlowski (2012) also found that teachers pre-
ferred using material created in their own country. The reason
for this is that this ensure that the material used is relevant
to the curriculum used in a particular country. This was also
relevant to the current study because during the research and
lesson creating period, initially material created by either Ger-
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man or Austrian teachers were sought out in order to ensure
above mentioned compatibility. However, no such material that
was useful and relevant with regards to the topics discussed
during the lessons was found. When material fitting this criteria
was discovered however, it often employed a more restrictive
CC license (e.g. BY NC SA), included material that could not be
identified as 100% OER (e.g. usage of celebrity pictures) or was
released under an "all rights reserved" license.

Using local material instead of material produced in other coun-
tries also corresponds with the growing need for localization.
(“Thoughts from the Hewlett Open Ed Grantees Meeting” 2016)
While it is important that preexisting OER material can be reused
and remixed in order to create new material, it is also impor-
tant to local produce OER. (“Thoughts from the Hewlett Open
Ed Grantees Meeting” 2016) Rather than becoming mere con-
sumers of OER it is important to spread the word and make
people actively produce it. This is not only important in devel-
oping countries but all countries all over the world. It should be
noted however, that according to Sinclair et al. (2013), producing
material for a specific cultural community can be seen as "the
"Reusability Paradox" in a slightly different guise: The more
contextualized and targeted the resource, the more useful for
teachers in a similar context but the more difficult to repurpose
for others." (Sinclair et al. 2013, p.184)
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Similar discoveries to this paradox could be found over the
course of the study. Material that was too closely linked to a
specific context would have needed to be changed significantly
in order to be reused in a purposeful manner. Therefore, material
that was more general and relevant for students in a variety of
contexts was chosen. This is also one of the reasons why pictures
were one of the most used resource throughout the study. For
example, during the British and American lesson pictures were
chosen because they not only helped students with associating
words to a mental picture, instead of having to rely on translation,
but they can easily be used in a different context.

As stated earlier, some of the base material used during the study
was not seen as being 100% OER, for example with regards to the
present perfect postcard exercise. Therefore, the material needed
to be changed because the author was not sure about whether or
not all material was licensed under a Creative Commons license.
The reason for this is lack of trust with regards to the original
author and their credibilities.

Trust in general is a very important issues when it comes to
reusing OER. According to Clements and Pawlowski (2012) trust
is directly associated with the perception of quality. Particularly
in the search and evaluation phases trust influences whether
teachers reuse material or not. (Clements and Pawlowski 2012,
p.9) This corresponds with the finding of the current study. For
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example, since the website of Burns (2016) includes a pictures as
well as a digital CV of the author, the material produced by him
was considered to be trustworthy and e.g. the picture included
in the reading exercise was kept as is instead of replacing it with
a different one. Other teachers had similar responses, such as
when material was uploaded by others associated with renowned
institutions. (Clements and Pawlowski 2012)

As mentioned in this chapter, there were a variety of reasons
why no suitable material could be found. This is also one of the
reasons why material seen as (semi)suitable, i.e. material that
included possible copyrighted material, was used. An example
for this the postcard exercise in the fifth lesson. In addition
to that the author created a lot of material herself because no
suitable material was found.

However, as noted previously results might have been different
had no prior selection of the topics and grammar points taken
place.
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7 Limitations and Future

Research

Due to the relatively small sample group and the limited time
frame of the study, a few limitations need to be considered.
The results found and presented in this study with regards to
preparation as well as students’ feedback should be taken with
a grain of salt. One of the reasons for this is that the author is
not as experienced with teaching and preparing lessons due to
her lack of work experience.

During the study, the students appeared to be engaged and
interested in the material presented. It should be noted that
part of this might be related to the fact that the material was
presented by a different teacher. Therefore, in order to get a better
understanding of whether or not students are more engaged and
interested because of the OER material rather than the teacher
themselves, it would be good to conduct a similar study where
the material is created by the "regular" teachers themselves.
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In addition to that, had the group been split in two it would have
been possible for one of the groups to act as a control group for
the other. That is to say that while the subject matters would
have been the same, one group would be taught using their
school book as well as other materials generally used by the
teacher, whereas the other group would have been taught using
exclusively OER material.

Due to the limited time period during the study it was not pos-
sible to determine the long term effects of OER. Therefore, while
finding the material was considered to be the most time consum-
ing aspect of the preparation time over the course of the study,
this might no longer be an issue in the long term. Since with
more teaching experience to draw from it becomes significantly
easier for teachers to reuse their own material created over the
course of the years. Furthermore, once the "groundwork" is laid
and certain repositories or material providers are considered to
be useful, it becomes easier to find new material.

Another aspect that was not considered during the research pe-
riod were parents. Since particularly in primary school parents
are often actively involved in the learning process of their chil-
dren, they often rely on tutoring centers and schools to provide
them with material. (Gesellschaft zur Förderung Freien Wissens
and Books on Demand GmbH 2015) The same can probably be
said about lower secondary school. This means that they are
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particularly prone to copyright infringements due to lack of
awareness. Therefore, it is important to not only make teachers
and students more aware of OER as a whole and its benefits but
to also educate the parents.
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8 Conclusion

Open Education Resources are a great opportunity for teachers
to increase the quality and enjoyment of students. As could
be seen throughout the study, the students enjoyed working
with the material and where eager to learn. This suggests that
students would not be opposed to using OER material in class
instead of using their school books.

However, the study also showed that while it is possible to
exclusively use OER material in an EFL setting in an Austrian
school, at the moment there are certain challenges encountered
when doing so. Therefore, in order for OER material to be used
on a regular basis in an EFL classroom in Austria, certain changes
need to occur.

While it is possible to use OER material in an offline setting, there
are certain drawbacks associated with it. In addition to the paper
used to create hardcopies, citing creative commons material
became more difficult and confusing due to the offline setting.
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Further research needs to be conducted in order to determine if
measurements such as providing material online could decrease
the time needed to prepare the lessons.

Furthermore, it is important to spread awareness of the OER
movement as a whole in order to make teachers aware of its
benefits. Doing so will stop teachers from sharing material in a
private setting and allow a larger audience to benefit from the
material created by others. Therefore, the author suggests imple-
menting a course with regards to OER usage as a requirement in
the curriculum for teacher training in order to allow the future
generation of teachers to learn about the benefits associated with
using OER material and provide in introduction to OER usage.
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Zielsetzung Fragestellung der 
Evaluation 

Evaluationsquellen 
und Auswertung 

Datum 

Ich versuche den 
Aufwand der mit der 
Vorbereitung von OER 
Unterrichtseinheiten 
verbunden ist mit dem 
Aufwand von 
gewöhnlichen zu 
vergleichen.  
 

Wie lange benötige ich 
durchschnittlich für die 
Vorbereitung einer OER 
Unterrichtseinheit?  
 
Wie lange benötigt ein 
angehender Lehrer um 
eine Stunde ohne OER 
Einfluss vorzubereiten?  
 
Welchen 
Wiederverwendungsgra
d weisen die erstellten 
Materialen auf?  
 
In welcher Form führen 
die unterschiedlichen CC 
Lizenzen zu einem 
Mehraufwand während 
der 
Unterrichtsvorbereitung?  

Mitschrift  
 
Interview/ 
Fragebogen mit 
anderen angehenden 
Lehrern  
 

Vor Beginn und 
nach Ende der 
Unterrichtseinheit
en.  
 

Ich möchte 
herausfinden in 
welcher Form Schüler 
auf die mit OER 
Materialien 
vorbereiteten Stunden 
reagieren.  
 

Führt der Einsatz von 
OER Materialien zu einer 
erhöhten Motivation und 
Unterrichtsteilnahme?  

Beobachtung  
 
Feedback der 
Schüler  
 

Während der 
Unterrichtseinheit  
 

Ich möchte 
herausfinden, 
in welchem Ausmaß 
OER Materialien für 
verschiedene 
Altersgruppen zur 
Verfügung stehen?  
 

In wieweit ist Material 
für Sprachanfänger 
vorhanden? 
 
Ist genug Material 
vorhanden um eine 
gewisse Anzahl an 
Stunden vorzubereiten 
oder muss man sehr viel 
selbstständig erstellt 
werden?  

Mitschrift  
 
Fertige 
Ausarbeitungen  
 

Vor Beginn der 
Unterrichtseinheit  
 

10.0.1 Evaluation Plan
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DATE ITEM NOTES

13.9. 2 hours preparation

14.9. 2 hours preparation

15.9. 2 hours research/finding material

16.9. 2 hours research/finding material

17.9. 2 hours research/finding material

18.9. 2 hours research/finding material

19.9. 2 hours research/finding material

20.9. 2 hours research/finding material

21.9. 2 hours research/finding material

22.9. 2 hours research/finding material

23.9. 2 hours research/finding material

24.9. 2 hours research/finding material

28.9. 3 hours prepare lessons

29.9. 5 hours prepare lessons

13.10. 2 hours prepare lessons

14.10. 1 hour 30 minutes prepare lessons

15.10. 1 hour prepare lessons

20.10. 1 hour 30 minutes prepare lessons

21.10. 1 hour prepare lessons
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Based	on:	

Unit	68:	FORMS	FOR	COMPARISON	

ESLAU.CA	 	 	 	 Maria	Haas	

CC	BY	3.0		 	 CC	BY	4.0	

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/		 	 http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/		

		

Comparative/Superlative	
	

Wenn	wir	Dinge	oder	Personen	miteinander	vergleichen	wollen,	verwenden	wir	die	comparative	Form.	

	

• This	coat	is	cheaper.	
	

Wenn	wir	drei	Dinge	direkt	miteinander	vergleichen	wollen,	verwenden	wir	than.	
	

• This	coat	is	cheaper	than	the	other	one.	
	

Regeln:	

	

1. Bei	einsilbigen	Adjektiven	wird	meist	–er	angehängt:	
z.B.	cheap	–	cheaper	
	

2. Bei	zweisilbigen	Adjektiven	die	in	–y	enden,	wird	das	y	weggelassen	und	durch	–ier	ersetzt:	
z.B.	happy	–	happier	
	

3. Bei	mehrsilbigen	Adjektiven	wird	more	vor	dem	Adjektiv	hinzugefügt:	

z.B.	expensive	–	more	expensive	
	

4. Ausnahmen:	

	

good	 better	
bad	 worse	
little	 less	
much/many	 more	

	

	

Wir	verwenden	die	superlative	Form,	wenn	wir	mehrere	Dinge	vergleichen	und	dabei	eines	besonders	

hervorheben	wollen.		

Vor	der	superlative	Form	wird	immer	the	hinzugefügt.	
	

Regeln:	

	

1. Bei	einsilbigen	Adjektiven	wird	meist	–est	angehängt:	
z.B.	cheap	–	cheaper	-		the	cheapest	
	

2. Bei	zweisilbigen	Adjektiven	die	in	–y	enden,	wird	das	y	weggelassen	und	durch	–iest	ersetzt:	
z.B.	happy	–	happier	-	the	happiest	
	

3. Bei	mehrsilbigen	Adjektiven	wird	most	vor	dem	Adjektiv	hinzugefügt:�
z.B.	expensive	–	more	expensive	–	most	expensive	
	

4. Ausnahmen:	

	

good	 better	 the	best	
bad	 worse	 the	worst	
little	 less	 the	least	
much/many	 more	 the	most	
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CC BY 4.0 
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Shopping 

 
Different types of stores: 
 

• grocery store  
• supermarket 
• bakery 
• book store 
• electronics store 
• chemist's/drug store 
• hardware store 
• discounter 

 
Useful phrases: 
 
 
May/Can I help you? - No, thank you. I'm just looking. 
Yes, please. I'm looking for.../I would like to buy... 
Where can I find...? 
I'm looking for... 
How much is/are...? 
Can I try it/them on? 
I will take it/them! 
Do you have this in a different size? 
 
The changing room is over there. 
Here is your change! 
 
 
Why is this one more expensive? 
Why are these cheaper? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Based on: 
Going Shopping: Slideshow 
Graziela Peleteiro 
CC BY 2.5 BR 
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.5/br/deed.en 
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Shopping Dialogue 
 
Paula and her mother are looking for a new coat. 
 
Mother: It’s getting colder, where is your coat? 
Paula:  Here it is. 
Mother: But Paula, this one is too small. See how short it is in the front? I think we need to buy a new one. 
Paula: But mom, it’s my favorite! 
Mother: I am sure we will find a better one. 
 
Clerk:  Good morning, may I help you? 
Mother: Yes, please. We are looking for a new coat for my daughter. 
Clerk:  What kind of coat are you looking for? 
Mother: It should be long and warm. 
Paula:  And it needs to be cute. 
Clerk: I think I have the perfect one for you. What do you think of this one? 
Paula:  I don’t like the color! 
Mother: I think the color would look good on you. You should try it on. 
Clerk:  It also comes in different colors. 
Paula:  What other colors do you have? Do you have it in red? 
Clerk:  Yes. I will bring it over right away. Here it is. 
Paula:  Thank you, it looks really nice. I like it better than the other one. 
Mother: You should try it on first. 
Paula:  It doesn’t fit. It’s too short, do you have a longer one? 
Clerk: I am sorry, but this is the longest one of this model. But I have another red coat you can try. 
Paula: Yes, please. 
Clerk: Here you go. 
Paula: This one is great I want to take it! 
Mother: It looks really good. How much is it? 
Clerk: It’s € 180. 
Mother: That's really expensive. Do you have a cheaper one? 
Paula: But mom, I want this one! 
Clerk: We also have this one or this one? 
Mother: How much are they? 
Clerk:  € 80 and € 120. 
Paula:  But they aren’t as cute as the first one. 
Mother: Why is the other one more expensive? 
Clerk: Because it is made out of a better material that keeps you warm for a longer period of time. 
Paula: See mom? The other one is better and I won’t get as cold in winter. 
Mother: That's true, we will take the first one. 
Clerk: Do you need anything else? Maybe a scarf? 
Mother: No, thank you. Just the coat please. 
Clerk: That would be € 180 please. 
Mother: Here you are. 
Clerk: Thank you, here is your change. 
Mother: Thank you. 
Paula: Thanks mom, you are the best. 
 
Based on: 
Going Shopping: Slideshow 
Graziela Peleteiro 
CC BY 2.5 BR 
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.5/br/deed.en 
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Based	on:	

THE	BEST	CAR	

Walton	Burns		

http://www.englishadvantage.info/lesson/the-best-car/		 	 Modified	by	Maria	Haas	

CC	BY	SA	4.0	 	 CC	BY	SA	4.0	 	 CC	BY	SA	4.0	

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/deed.en_US		 	 http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0		

Bitte lies den Text und markiere die enthaltenen comparative und superlative Formen. 
 
 

Randy and the new car 
 
 

One day, Randy decided to buy a car. With a car, he could carry a lot of 
garbage and take it anywhere he wanted. He went to the car dealership 
and asked about the best car for him. 
"You are smaller than a person," said the salesperson, "so I think you 
need a sports car. It's smaller and faster than other cars." 
 
"Oh," said Randy, "The most important thing is that the car is big so I can 
carry lots of garbage!" 
 
"Hmmm..." said the salesperson, "Maybe you need a van or a jeep. They 
are bigger than sports cars. They are also safer if you have a crash. 
 
"Bigger is better" said Randy as he looked around. "Oooh! What kind of 
car is that? It's the prettiest one here." 
 
"That's a luxury car. It's a more expensive car, but also more comfortable," said the dealer. 
 
"I don't have a lot of money," Randy said. 
 
"How much do you have?" asked the salesperson? 
 
"I have 25 cents. And some shiny foil!" 
 
"You can't buy a car then. You need more money," the salesperson told Randy. 
 
"Oh," Randy said, "Sorry to bother you." 
Randy went home, but he felt sad because he couldn't buy a car. He decided to eat because eating 
makes raccoons feel better. So he went out to the garbage. But there wasn't any garbage in the first 
can. Or the second. Or the third. 
 
"This is strange," Randy thought, "There's no garbage and it's louder here than usual. He looked at 
the fourth can and he saw a big truck next to it, lifting it up in the air with robot arms. When the can 
got very high, the garbage fell out of it into the back of the truck. Inside the back of the truck was more 
garbage than Randy had ever seen before! 
 
"Wow!" he thought, "This is the best car I have ever seen because it can carry so much garbage." 
He went to the driver and said, "Excuse me. Can I bother you?" 
 
"What do you want?" asked the driver. 

10.1 Material used in class
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"Is your truck for sale?" 
 
"No," said the garbage man. 
 
"Oh. I just like it so much that I wanted to buy it." 
 
"Well," said the garbage man, "I know that raccoons love garbage. So if you want, you can come with 
me and help me pick up all the garbage." 
 
"Wow!" said Randy, "That would be very good." 
So Randy and the garbage man went around to all the buildings and collected all the garbage in the 
town. And Randy was happier than he had ever been. When they finished, the man took Randy back 
home. He said, "I'll be back next week if you want to ride in my truck again." 
 
"Yes, please!" Randy said. "This is the best day of my life. I found the best car for raccoons!" 
 
to decide: sich entscheiden 
car dealership: Autohaus 
van: Lieferwagen 
jeep: Geländewagen 
crash: Unfall 
shiny: glänzend 
foil: (Alu)folie 
to bother: stören, nerven 
for sale: zu verkaufen 
 
 
Comprehension 
 

1. What kind of car does the salesman say is faster? 
o safer? 
o prettier? 
o more comfortable? 
o more expensive? 

 
2. Why can't Randy buy a car? 

 
3. Why does Randy say, "Sorry" to the car salesman? 

 
4. What kind of car does Randy like best? 

 
5. Why does he like that kind of car? 
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Based on: 

COMPARATIVES AND SUPERLATIVES 

Walton Burns   Maria Haas 

http://www.englishadvantage.info/lesson/comparativesuperlatives/  

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/deed.en_US  http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/ 

CC BY SA 4.0  CC BY SA 4.0 

Smartphone Comparison 

 
 

 

True or False: 
 

1. The BlackBerry is cheaper than the iPhone. 

2. The Samsung Galaxy has a better camera than the iPhone. 

3. The iPhone is easier to use than the Samsung Galaxy. 

4. The BlackBerry has a larger memory than the Samsung Galaxy. 

5. The Samsung Galaxy has a bigger display than the iPhone. 

6. The BlackBerry is more expensive than the Samsung Galaxy. 

7. The iPhone is lighter than the BlackBerry. 

8. The battery of the iPhone is better than the battery of the Samsung Galaxy. 

9. The BlackBerry is heavier than the Samsung Galaxy. 

 

Which Smartphone: 

1. is the easiest to use? 

2. is the cheapest? 

3. has the best features? 

4. has the biggest display? 

5. has the most buttons? 

 

What do you think? Which one:  

1. Is prettiest?  

2. Is best for teenagers? 

3. Is best for you? 

 

 

 

 
Tite: BlackBerry Passport 

Author:  Maurizio Pesce 

CC BY 2.0  

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2

.0  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Title: Mockup/drawing of iPhone 6S 
Author:  Rayukk at English Wikipedia  
CC BY SA 3.0 

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-

sa/3.0/  

 
Title: Samsung Galaxy Note Edge 

Author: GadgetsGuy 

CC BY 3.0 

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3

.0/  

Name Blackberry Passport Apple IPhone 6s Samsung Galaxy Note Edge 

Price ~ € 530  ~ € 738 ~ € 655 

Memory 32 GB 16/64/128 GB  32/64 GB 

Weight 194g 143g 174g 

Battery ~ 30 hours ~ 20 hours ~ 25 hours 

Display 1440×1440 pixel 750 x 1334 pixels 1600 x 2560 pixels  

Easy to Use ☺☺☺☺☺ ☺☺☺ ☺☺☺ 

Features 13 MP Camera 

BlackBerry Assistant 

BlackBerry Keyboard 

12 MP Camera 

3D Touch 

4K Video 

16 MP Camera 

Fingerprint sensor 

TouchWiz Interface 

Operating System Blackberry OS 10 iOS 9 Android 4.4 

 Text Source: 

BlackBerry Passport 

Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia 

CC BY SA 3.0 

http://creativecommons.org/licen

ses/by-sa/3.0/ 

 

Text Source: 

iPhone 6S 

Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia 

CC BY SA 3.0 

http://creativecommons.org/licen

ses/by-sa/3.0/ 

 

Text Source 

Samsung Galaxy Note Edge 

Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia 

CC BY SA 3.0 

http://creativecommons.org/licen

ses/by-sa/3.0 
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Maria Haas 
CC BY 4.0 
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ 

Superpet 
 
 

Title: Marvel Avengers 
Author: W_Minshull  
CC BY 2.0 
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/ 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 
Title: super Title: evildoers watch out 
Author: istoethetv            Author: Mike McCune  
CC BY 2.0 CC BY 2.0 
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/  https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/   
 

 
I want you to write about one of your pets. But it is not a normal pet, it's a super pet! 
 
Write a short text about the pet and describe the pet.  
 

• What is the pet's name? 
• What does it look like? 
• What makes them "special"?  
•  

Use the comparative and superlative forms! 
 
Please also draw a picture of your super pet and give it a cool name! 
 
 
useful adjectives:  
big, strong, small, tall, high, smart, intelligent, hairy, loud, quiet, tiny, good, bad, lazy, active, angry, noisy, 
aggressive, cute, furry, adorable, beautiful, friendly, helpful, hungry, happy, excited, calm, strange, dangerous, 
old, nervous, talkative, shy, sleepy, sad, scared 
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American	English/British	English	
 
 
 

American	 British	 German	

truck	 lorry	 	

soccer	 football	 	

private	school	 public	school	 	

chips	 crisps	 	

candy	 sweets	 	

backyard	 garden	 	

apartment	 flat	 	

line	 queue	 	

sneakers	 trainers	 	

pants	 trousers	 	

highway	 motorway	 	

undershirt	 vest	 	

vest	 waistcoat	 	

vacation	 holiday	 	

cookies	 biscuits	 	

trunk	 boot	 	

French	fries	 chips	 	

elevator	 lift	 	

mom	 mum	 	

garbage/trash	 rubbish	 	

football	 American	football	 	

fall	 autumn	 	

bathroom	 loo	 	

first	floor	 ground	floor	 	

second	floor	 first	floor	 	
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CC	BY	4.0	
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/	

SOCCER	 FOOTBALL	

PRIVATE	SCHOOL	 PUBLIC	SCHOOL	

CHIPS	 CRISPS	

CANDY	 SWEETS	

BACKYARD	 GARDEN	

PANTS	 TROUSERS	

UNDERSHIRT	 VEST	

VEST	 WAISTCOAT	

VACATION	 HOLIDAY	

TRUNK			 BOOT	
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Based	on:		

Unit	24:	PRESENT	PERFECT	--	FORMATION	 	 	

ESLAU.CA	 	 Maria	Haas	

CC	BY	3.0		 	 CC	BY	4.0	

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/	 	 http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/	

Modified	by	Maria	Haas	 	 	

Present	Perfect	
	

	

Wir	verwenden	das	present	perfect	wenn	wir	über	Erfahrungen	sprechen	die	wir	in	unserem	

Leben	bisher	gemacht	haben.	Dinge	die	wir	getan	und	erlebt	haben.	Der	Zeitpunkt	wann	das	
passiert	ist,	ist	egal.	
	

Beispiel:	

I	have	been	to	Japan.	

He	has	eaten	a	snake.	

	

	

Wir	verwenden	das	present	perfect	auch	wenn	wir	über	Handlungen	sprechen	die	in	der	
Vergangenheit	passiert	sind	und	eine	Auswirkung	auf	die	Gegenwart	haben.	
	

Beispiel:	

I	have	broken	my	leg.	(It	is	broken	now.)	

Help!	Somebody	has	taken	my	wallet!	(The	wallet	is	gone	now.)	

	

	

Bildung:	
Das	present	perfect	wird	mit	have/has	+	past	participle	gebildet.	

	

Beispiel:	

He	has	worked	very	hard	this	year.	

I	haven't	dyed	my	hair	pink	before.	

	

Question:	

Have	you	seen	Lisa?	-	Yes,	I	have./No,	I	haven't.	

Has	he	ever	been	to	Paris?	-	Yes,	he	has./No,	he	hasn't.	

	

	

Das	past	participle	hat	normalerweise	die	selbe	Form	wie	die	past	simple:	

	

	

work	 worked	 worked	

play	 played	 played	

live	 lived	 lived	

	

	

Bei	den	irregular	verbs	ist	die	Form	anders:	

	

go	 went	 gone	

see	 saw	 seen	

be	 was/were	 been	
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Based	on:	
Holiday	postcard	17	
Marron	 	 Maria	Haas	
CC	BY	3.0	 	 CC	BY	4.0	
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/	 	 https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/		

 Dear	John,	
Greetings	from	Brazil.	We’re	in	Rio	de	Janeiro.	This	is	
the	most	wonderful	city	I	______________(ever/be)	
to	and		I’m	having	the	best	time	of	my	life	here!	So	
far,	we	______________	(visit)	Sugarloaf	Mountain,	
we	 _____________	 (walk)	 through	 the	 Tijuca	
National	 Park	 and	 _____________	 (swim)	 at	
Copacabana	Beach.		It’s	fantastic!	I	______________	
(try)	 a	 lot	 of	 local	 dishes.	 They’re	 delicious.	 My	
favourite	 is	 sea	 food	 pasta.	 We	
__________________	 (not/visit)	 any	 museums	 yet	
because	 Kate	 doesn’t	 like	 them.	 She	 finds	 them	
boring.	 	Tomorrow	we’re	going	on	a	helicopter	tour	
over	 the	 city.	 Can	 you	 believe	 it?!	
________________	(you	/ever	/be)	on	a	helicopter?	
I’m	so	excited	that	I	can’t	sleep	and	I	am	writing	this	
postcard	to	you	now.		
See	you	next	week,	
Tom	

       
                                                    
         
 
      
						
	Mr.	John	Davidson	
_______________		
	67	Maple	Boulevard	
	_______________	
		Seattle	WA	7896	
_____________	
			USA	
_______________	

	

	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	

Put the verbs in the postcard into Present Perfect Tense. 
	

	

Rio	de	Janeiro	
PedroKirilos	
CC	BY	2.0	
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/	
modified	by	Maria	Haas	
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Links for Lesson One: 
 
Unit 68: FORMS FOR COMPARISON 
http://www.eslau.ca/lesson/unit68.php  
 
Betsey Johnson - Stanford Shopping Center: 
https://www.flickr.com/photos/wearit/1458621239/in/photolist-3dTPh4-7y69P-sqgPFL-C16UYo-
q1CyHu-e9p4tD-4KYL5T-n6WAD6-qEUBTw-apzuHV-oXaxCN-xAPnFv-o22zKK-pAVrcF-fmKho-
k7LP8-aZzQzD-7rcZ5c-fq1f3D-9xup4B-n154yx-4Jwmk5-4d2PMz-5fvUve-d9Ma3f-7y6bC-38Tev-
BJ6ipT-uZnaci-eCGX2Q-qoLyzP-wrFCAt-n56GhX-eRopQ-4racwc-fM44At-2va7CZ-cxmrbJ-6nEFg8-
5kHNDF-6MMX2d-7H9kNQ-eARKqs-qein8P-biR94t-mer3eX-qxccU8-2j54ar-5Maep-bZzcH 
 
Going Shopping: Slideshow: 
http://www.getenglishlessons.com/134/going-shopping-slideshow/  
 
Links for Lesson Two: 
 
Randy: see link in worksheet 
 
Links for Lesson Three: 
 
Walton Burns Comparative: 
http://www.englishadvantage.info/lesson/comparativesuperlatives/  
 
Blackberry passport:  
https://www.flickr.com/photos/pestoverde/15171689360/in/album-72157633559861622/  
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/BlackBerry_Passport  
 
Iphone 6:  
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/IPhone_6#/media/File:IPhone6_silver_frontface.png  
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/IPhone_6S 
 
Samsung Galaxy Note Edge:  
http://gadgetsguy.deviantart.com/art/Samsung-Galaxy-Note-Edge-480817490  
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Samsung_Galaxy_Note_Edge 
 
Marvel Avengers: 
https://www.flickr.com/photos/23950335@N07/8251484285  
 
super: 
https://www.flickr.com/photos/istolethetv/10513101975/in/photolist-h21oWT-34986y-3497HN-
brWFmk-eckTth-aRu6op-dKQnWp-dKQkte-dKVRCW-dKVSf5-3498oY-6DSxLu-6rxecH-3qjwU2-
dF6rn8-CUq3Y1-bzWtsg-dmViwr-bE8yJz-zcM7VS-2Q9TSa-8RPo3X-5J1ctU-rs4aty-Ao5f8-dG7oaP-
4cwiM4-64XuiF-dN2AN5-s41XGN-7zw4XZ-7piuYn-4o6KyT-u2iZ8C-hE6c17-iF1ubA-6YxRWE-
bph3Y4-otuoN5-9aYwK8-4iXcwp-3fuKAn-78dcVY-dKQmte-93so2e-3497mW-92QkaJ-c8xti5-c8xstb-
786ifP 
 
evildoers watch out: 
 https://www.flickr.com/photos/mccun934/4062701610/in/photolist-7c1pDu-ehLJQK-o1q1es-D6xFMB-
DBHM57-DE3ad6-D6xHca-BjKvfj-tzeu7v-nV8QHN-bA83aw-B4FnLw-5Cahn6-byHU5Y-q8VfXY-
4ToUwF-xLRHyM-mVwhkx-bqLjxc-2gqsxq-5zWgjo-3Ho2hJ-499crm-bwmEPG-eRHmDp-dZ3XKs-
dZ3Y9b-hpzQ7d-bdksJ2-abs5U6-BeveQU-abuSah-8bwXXU-izVZcD-8Qg4q9  
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Links for Lesson Four: 
 
Undershirt: 
 https://www.flickr.com/photos/hagbard/127463060/in/photolist-cghjY  

 
MHF Truck Hire DF06MHF DAF CF: 
https://www.flickr.com/photos/didbygraham/289770093/in/photolist-rB9y6-6cmxYu-sthrJ-7DwUnV-
6cqxnR-wxReD-m7f9p-GT5d6-wEuZk-F7NYq-Gh5Eo-4s8nDp-FH8ci-FCQ6M-FH71q-MKZuj-GZXVQ-
FCRY5-vxDJe-HdWFC-FHgoZ-rPk7v1-ryTgPE-rR2Lbv-rR6RhP-vxox4-9vpjWb-7MAzjY-7Gjp5v-
6chqZ4-FD5yk-vxrm7-7MAV3h-m7fbb-FCjaQ-okg8U-iVQTz-2PHvjG-stmvp-4pb6c5-Kr8PR-ooDd5-
4PLJGN-Phx2w-Eu3Ni-7Dx9eK-5aswwz-3wGBBh-2S92ft-2BY5Ar  

 
Yellow raincoats:  
https://www.flickr.com/photos/gusilu/2699275381/in/photolist-57wuwH  

 
Pants:  
https://www.flickr.com/photos/34909987@N07/3277556845/  

 
Adidas Samba - casual sports trainers: 
https://www.flickr.com/photos/blundstoneboy/3343786659/in/photolist-66tMh8-66tMn4-66y4nC-
66y4pj-66y4oY-66y4jh-66tMgp-66tMfV-66tMfa-66tMhz-66tMeM-66y4e3-ogiQwg-qym8B9-qykyWY-
pTUHzd-66tMm4-qykMaY-66y46C-66tM6k-66tM3X-66y44J-66y43N-66y47C-353twf  
 
Queue:  
https://www.flickr.com/photos/hktang/4243300265/in/photolist-7sY2kp   

 
Mixed Candy Macro World Refugee Day Garfield Park and Crippled Squirrel June 24, 20115: 
https://www.flickr.com/photos/stevendepolo/5941149147/in/photolist-a3ZWDZ-7Y9uSs-9wKHpT-
77ToCu-9wNGuq-7oD4KL-7ozbF6-7Y9v3C-btT6uV-9tgBBi-81VX6z-btT658-7L264M-93fJZm-abefQf-
93MpbS-nRxJTa-9B9735-9B6ewr-9B6eh6-9B97uU-77PtXz-qeWBNp-9xCvhE-nD3sTG-e4HqMP-
93fKaQ-jJyLJ4-h61A5u-aRamGi-kTdTNa-h9PbqW-gH61LB-kTdZPi-kTePKj-6LBtCR-kTdXYV-
d4MRAY-gH69Bj-pzCnPk-6k9mW5-9wKHhg-8XefYX-bvvb3a-9tgAsT-5K2bv9-77ToHN-btT5P4-
bDYohA-6k9mZd  

 
Soccer - Army Youth Sports and Fitness - CYSS - Camp Humphreys, South Korea – 111001: 
https://www.flickr.com/photos/usaghumphreys/6205998754/in/album-72157627680799361/  

 
DNA biscuits: 
https://www.flickr.com/photos/col_and_tasha/6217337528/in/photolist-atptQC  

 
Potato Chips: 
https://www.flickr.com/photos/jamesonfink/8072759581/in/photolist-din1b2  

 
Messy Trunk: 
https://www.flickr.com/photos/statefarm/8363854247/in/photolist-dK5Wtz-dKbpjm-AVozpd-AWzhrF-
AiB6Dt-AXyqRi-AVoz5W  

 
California State Highway 44: 
https://www.flickr.com/photos/dougtone/9090440304/in/photolist-eRhTco-juGPFL-apEhho-9usM34-
eRhSJJ-7h3vdU-6fhrth-9ykzJ8-9RnXEr-ikkhX3-6PHbDx-cgXDm1-eR6vCT-8GVooH-cgZfxd-7gYx7Z-
2jGx5-ikhVs2-agWQEE-agU4at-agWQGW-qA8cXn-5HzbDL-AmDsjU-p9ZMBW-ikjWZ6-cgXwyw-
iki7Wr-ikhN3e-ikhfi3-bpUF8u-ikhhPV-imdtHD-6oDRAr-agWTyo-cgZo2N-gutW3G-cgXmGf-imbunv-
agWQKh-cgZraN-7gTBMa-cgXoxw-ikgFrZ-cgXFed-cgXqKf-ikkvYn-sbLFzn-9QX4ie-cgXnDS  

 
Ah! Vacation: 
https://www.flickr.com/photos/nanagyei/9693389770/in/photolist-fLza4Q  
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(HQ) Modern Apartment in Kiev, Ukraine:  
https://www.flickr.com/photos/golub/11534598954/in/dateposted/  

 
Full backyard design: 
https://www.flickr.com/photos/7282451@N02/5267386395/in/photolist-92sJsP-8Pc2Q-erMrw-8Pc1K-
5nvsYn-888LUN-69YjVr-fNfgtD-r4ChrE-9NDZBU-4ZPygd-oqTaJ3-92t1rP-5bqtY5-6qyb8v-iUxEm5-
fSEn8A-7X7Kuh-4DrPf1-4kqLmo-4kmJ6z-DxRuw-2T5NAa-7X4wyZ-6vSgFm-7NrFYq-eA4yr7-
9862Xg-vSWfeW-nSeWZp-eA16zB-eA4TFj-7ou3uP-cPQjXh-8Zfoti-5Lb618-a1ty1e-uSCQb-47RfFo-
66w6Zs-6P4iFg-CcitbY-ztQc6-6yNwC9-7uNHzv-7uSyZh-7uSyTQ-6aaVCm-6aaTrE-6aaSwE  
 
English: Public school and students, Bristol, England: 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Public_School_and_Students_-_Bristol_-_England.jpg  

 
Caleb Bonar: 
https://www.flickr.com/photos/ethanhickerson/4994028612/  
 
Links for Lesson Five: 
 
Unit 24: PRESENT PERFECT -- FORMATION 
http://eslau.ca/lesson/unit24.php  
 
Links for Lesson Six: 
 
Holiday Postcard: 
https://en.islcollective.com/resources/printables/worksheets_doc_docx/holiday_postcard_17/present-
perfect-holidays/27461 
 
Rio de Janeiro 
https://www.flickr.com/photos/pedrokirilos/3640359022/in/photolist-6V6P3o-74hSdv-8HmmWN-
6xFMUJ-jhFAHe-e3uQAb-g5DJjr-cpDeSJ-8R5Kaq-bg1mLp-8X5K8g-7dvjkv-74hVLe-c7RN9q-
bVoveB-8R5K2C-jhKSLQ-fmsufk-gBcUni-e3oYbr-gBcHRZ-jhHs3o-fViHAN-fv3Kzy-cpDbZo  
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O3R – Die Publikationsreihe 
„Beiträge zu offenen Bildungsressourcen“ 

Die Reihe „Beiträge zu ofenen Bildungsressourcen“ (O3R, hrsg. von Martn Ebner 

und Sandra Schön) erscheint frei zugänglich im Web (via htp://o3r.eu), ist aber 

auch als Printausgabe verfügbar.

Band 1 (Aug. 2011)
Julia Kaltenbeck: 
Crowdfunding und Social 
Payments – Im 
Anwendungskontext von Open 
Educational Resources
ISBN 978-3-8442-0438-4, 
ePubli, 116 S., 16,90 €

Band 5 (März 2013)
Monika König:
Das Lehrbuch als E-Book
ISBN:978-3-7322-3371-7
BoD, 132 S., 18,90 €

Band 2 (März 2012)
M.Ebner & S. Schön (Hrsg.):
L3T – ein innovatives 
Lehrbuchprojekt im Detail: 
Gestaltung, Prozesse, Apps und
Finanzierung
ISBN 978-3844-8101-34, 
BoD, 116 S., 16,90 €

Band 6 (Januar 2014)
M. Ebner, M. Schön, S. Schön & G. 
Vlaj:
Die Entstehung des ersten offenen 
Biologie-Schulbuchs
ISBN 978-3732-2919-91
BoD

Band 3 (Juli 2012)
Barbara Rossegger:
Konzept für Open Educational 
Resources im sekundären 
Bildungsbereich
ISBN 978-3-8482-1543-0
BoD, 104 S., 16,90 €

Band 7 (Januar 2014)
M. Ebner & S. Schön (Hrsg):
Wie man ein offenes Lehrbuch in 
sieben Tagen 
mit mehr als 200 
Mitmacher/innen neu auflegt
ISBN 978-3-7322-3371-7
BoD

Band 4 (Okt. 2012)
M. Ebner & S. Schön:
Die Zukunft von Lern- und 
Lehrmaterialien: Entwicklungen, 
Initiativen, Vorhersagen
ISBN 978-3-8423-8245-9
BoD, 80 S., 24,90 €

Band 8 (April 2014)

G. Vlaj: Das OER-Schulbcuh. 

ISBN 978-3-7357-2151-8

BoD, 152 S., 24, 90 €



Band 9 (Juli 2015)
Martina Stadler: 
Was macht OER-Projekte 
erfolgreich? Eine Analyse von 
Erfolgsfaktoren von Projekten 
zu offenen Bildungsressourcen 
(OER) im schulischen Kontext 
ISBN 978-3-7386-2221-8, 
BoD, 100 S., 24,90 €

Band 11 (März 2013)
Monika König:
Ist-Analyse zu freien 
Bildungsmaterialien (OER). Die 
Situation von freien 
Bildungsmaterialien (OER) in 
Deutschland in den 
Bildungsbereichen Schule, 
Hochschule, berufliche Bildung 
und Weiterbildung im Juni 2015
ISBN:978-3-738-63757-1
BoD, 177 S., 34,90 €

Wenn auch Sie einen Beitrag für diese Buchreihe zur Verfügung stellen wollen, 

kontakteren Sie uns bite einfach unter der E-Mail-Adresse martn.ebner@l3t.eu. 



Practcal usage of OER material 

in the EFL classroom

Maria Haas

Litle research with regards to Open Educatonal Resources

(OER) usage in secondary educaton is available. Therefore, a

two week long study was conducted in an Austrian middle

school with second year learners of English. The study tried to

determine how OER material could be used in an ofine

environment for this partcular type of students. For this

purpose, preparaton tme, available material and students’

feedback was evaluated. The fndings suggest that there is a

lack of available material which, alongside difcultes related to

licensing, increased preparaton tme. Students’ feedback was

overwhelmingly positve which imply that if the other

challenges encountered can be overcome, OER material can be

a useful additon to the English as a Foreign Language (EFL)

classroom.
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